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ABSTRACT
This report considers the dynamics of spin stabilized
spacecraft with movable appendages and is an extension of the
research reported in Part I (May 1974 - May 1975) where two basic
types of appendages were treated; (1) a hinged type of fixed
length whose orientation with respect to the main part can vary and
(2) a telescoping type of varying length which could represent
extensible antennas or a tether connected to the main part of
the spacecraft.
In this report, the dynamics and stability of a spin stabilized
spacecraft with-a hinged appendage system are treated analytically
and numerically.	 The hinged system consists of a central hub with
masses attached to (assumed) massless booms of fixed length whose 	
9
orientation relative tc the main part car, change. 	 The general three
dimensional deployment dynamics of such a hinged system is considered
here without an	 restriction on the location of the hinge points.y
	- 	
g	 p
The equations_ of motion for the hinged system, with viscous damping
of	
a
at b th hinge points, are linearized about the nominal equilibrium
position where the booms are orthogonal to the nominal spin axis
for the case of two dimensional and three dimensional motion.
Analytic stability criteria are obtained from the necessary condition
on the sign of all the coefficients in the system characteristic equation.
For stability it is found that (hinge) damping must be present and that
for limiting cases, where the spin axis is an axis of symmetry, certain
inequalities relating the hinge point offset coordinates to the moment
of inertia ratio and end masses must be satisfied,
ii
xf
? The hinge damping is always required for the nominal deploymenti
of hinge members.	 Numerical results indicate that the rate
damping is required to remove the transverse angular velocities
{ effectively since the hinge dampers alone do not provide satis-
factory nutation time constants for the system parameters selected .
Next, the control of aspin-stabilized spacecraft with
1
{ movable telescoping appendages is considered with an application
I of the linear regulator problem. 	 It is assumed that the spacecraft
:consists of a rigid central hub and one or 
.
two movable telescoping
booms
	
(with end masses) which are in general linearly offset from
' the hub principal axes. 	 The equations of rotational motion are
developed and linearized about either of two desired final states:
(1) a flat spin about only one of the hub principal axes or (2)
a zero inertial angular velocity state.	 A control law for the
boom end mass position is sought such that a quadratic cost functional
i
j involving the weighted components of angular velocity plus the control
is minimized when the final time is unspecified.	 For such a system
the computation of the controlof involves the solution of the matrix
Riccati algebraic equation.	 For three axis control more than one
a
offset boom (orthogonal to each other) is required. 	 When only two-axis
control is required and a single boom is offset in only one direction,	 3
an analytic solution of the matrix Riccati equation is achieved; when
this system is used for reducing the nutation angle of a spinning
spacecraft the time constant obtained is one order of magnitude smaller
than previously achieved using non-optimal control logic. 	 For the
general case of three axis control results are obtained numerically.
4: iii
The problem of optimal control with a minimum time criterion
has been examined analytically for the special case of a single
offset boom where it is assumed that the initial conditions are
such that the system can be driven to the equilibrium (rest)
state with only a single switching maneuver in the bang-bang
optimal sequence. For this system it is possible to obtain an
analytical solution for the switching and final times in terms
of the initial conditions and magnitude of the maximum value of
the control force.
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NOMENCLATURE
a* =	 offset of the vertical hinge point(s) from the
'2' axis
a _	 offset of the control boom with end mass m l
 from the
2,3	 (y,z) plane
A =	 linearized system state matrix
b offset of the control boom with end mass m	 from
1
the
3,1
	 (z,x)	 plane
B =	 linearized system control matrix
C offset of the control boom with end mass m2 from the
3„1
	 (z,x)	 plane
C* -	 maximum value of the control U
c hinge damping	 viscous
	 coefficient about the hi n geg	 P	 9(	 )	 9a points
d offset of the control boom with end mass m
	
from the
R
1,2	 (x,y) plane	
2
2113  principal moments of inertia of the main part of thek 1
spacecraft
—fir
J =	 cost functional for optimal control
a
K =	 symmetric positive definite gain matrix
s
_	 constant length of hinged appendages
^
^m maximum value of each control boom length
M _	 mass of main part of the spacecraft
M _	 end mass
m ,m1	 2
_	 control boom end masses 	
-
Q' =	 positive definite symmetric state weighting matrix
ro offset of the hinge point(s) from the '3' axis
._^w ..
r
.	 i tf
=	 position vector of the i-- mass with respect to the
center of the coordinate sys tem (center of mass
of the main hub)
vii
R -	 positive definite symmetric control weighting
matrix
t =	 time
tf -	 time of stopping of all operations with the
principal axes booms in the recovery sequence of
the spacecraft
T -	 kinetic energy
T3f switching time in the recovery sequence to achieve
final spin about the	 '3'	 axis
U =	 control vector
Vi =	 inertial velocity of the i th mass of the (hinged)
system
VM/cm _	 velocity of the main part of the spacecraft with
respect to the system center of mass
Vr^/o =	 velocity of the main part of the spacecraft with
respect to the center of the coordinate system (o)
Vmi /o =r =	 veloci ty of the i th mass in the system with respect
t- the center of the coordinate system
Vo/cm =	 velocity of point 'o' with respect to the system
center of mass
x -	 coordinate of the control boom end mass 
m2 	 the
axis	 (control	 variable)	
X =	 state vector of the system
z -	 coordinate of the control boom end mass m l along the
- '3' axis	 (control variable)
al5 a2 coordinates describing the orientation of the
hinged appendages relative to the spacecraft hub
wi =	 angular velocities about the 1,2,3 axes respectively
(i=1,2,3)
wT maximum expected value of transverse rate
max
nominal main body spin rate
viii
a a, =	 wl /s^	 nondimensionalized form of wl
s =	 w2/Q, nondimensionalized form of w2
Y =	 w3/2-1, variation of the nondimensionalized form of w3
from the nominal value
i
P =	 boom density
T =	 Pt, dimensionless time
T S switching time
i Tf _	 final time
^ =Qdimensionless for	 of zz/ m^
	
m
x/R,m , dimensionless form of x
8 =	 nutation angle
F _	 dissipation functionRayleigh
=	 indicates differentiation with respect to t
' -	 indicates differentiation with respect to T
(0) =	 indicates initial
	 conditions
1,2,3 -	 principal axes of main spacecraft
.,A
^,
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rI.	 INTRODUCTION
This report will describe a continuation of the research
already accomplished durin g the first year (tray 1974-May 1975)
on the dynamics of spin stabilized spacecraft with movable
appendages. I	Part I concentrated on the analysis of the motion
of a spinning spacecraft during the deployment of two types of
movable appendages - the telescoping rod type of varying length
during deployment,and fixed length appendages whose orientation
with respect to the main hub can vary.	 In addition the use of
these appendages to detumble a spacecraft with a random spin
to achieve final states of (1) close to zero inertial angular
rate and (2) a final	 spin rate about one of the print;ipal axis
was also considered. )	In this report (Part II), the following
topics are treated:	 the dynamics and an extensive stability
F
analysis of a spacecraft with hinged appendages; an examination
of linear optimal control theory as applied to the deployment
maneuver of a telescoping boom system by selecting different
integrand functions in the cost functional; and the time optimal
^ control of a nutating spacecraft using a single offset telescoping
_boom system.
The first phase of the current study vj ll examine the general
three dimensional motion of a spacecraft with hinged appendages.
The hinged system consists of a central hub with masses attached
to (assumed) massless booms of fixed length whose orientation relative
rt_
to the main part can change.
1The booms are attached at a given radius from the spin axis and
when the booms are released they swing outward from the spin
axis under the influence of centrifugal
	 forces.
The dynamics of this type of fixed length appendage system
during the deployment maneuver has been previously studied only
for the case where the transverse components of the angular
velocity vector are assumed to be zero throughout deployment
and where the hinge points are located on the hub's principal
transverse axes. 2	The motion and stability of such a system
will	 be studied,	 analytically for special 	 cases, and numerically
for the general case. 	 It is assumed that there is no restriction
on the location of the hinge points.
The second phase of the study will consider the control of
j
a spin-stabilized spacecraft with movable telescoping appendages
with an application of the linear regulator problem. 	 It is
assumed that the spacecraft consists of a rigid central hub and
one or two movable telescoping booms (with-end masses) which are
in general linearly offset from the hub principal axes.	 An
advantage of such a telescoping system as used in the control of
a tumbling spacecraft is its potential	 reuse.	 The booms can be
retracted at the end of each control sequence(for very fine
pointing requirements the small residual angular velocity
components could be removed by temporarily activating on-board
damping devices),	 -
ri
-2-
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Methods of recovering a tumbling spacecraft using three
sets of telescoping booms deployed along the hub principal
axes were examined in a recent paper. 3 From an application of
Lyapunov's second method (using a modified form of the rotational
kinetic energy as a Lyapunov function) sequences of boom extension
maneuvers can be determined so that the spacecraft will approach
either of two desired final states: close to a zero inertial
angular velocity state, or a final spin rate about only one of
the principal axes. 
3
Although these sequences of boom maneuvers
will result in recovery of a tumbling system they will not, gen-
erally, satisfy any criteria of optimal control theory.
In a related problem, Edwards and Kaplan 4 ' 5 have examined
the problem of detumbling a spacecraft using a single internal
mass which is constrained to move along a linear track within the
vehicle. A control %4 was selected such that the net average time.
rate of change of excess rotational kinetic energy will be negative.
It was concluded that system performance could be improved by making
the control mass as large as possible and allowing for larger amplitude
motions along the track. 
4,5 
The amplitude of any internal device
would be limited by the size of the spacecraft; on the other hand;
^-	 externally controlled appendages will be subject to external per-
xy
	
turbations(such as solar pressure) and if sufficient length is
extended, the flexibility of such a structure must be considered.
Recently Amieux and Liegeois 6 have applied linear optimal con-
trol theory to the two-axis control of a spinning spacecraft system
using a motor controlled internal single-degree-of-freedom pen-
dulum.
-3-
IIt was assumed that the spin rate remains much greater than the
magnitude of the transverse angular velocity vector during the
decay of the nutation angle.
In the present study both two and three axis optimal control
of a spin-stabilized spacecraft using movable telescoping appendages
will be considered. The control will be implemented by varying
the position of boom end masses which are considered large in
comparison with the boom mass itself.
The difficulty in determining a control sequence of extension
rates for different pairs of telescoping booms which would yield
a time-optimal recovery of a tumbling spacecraft has already been
reported.
7
' 1
 The problem has been that when the equations are
written in standard state form - e.g. for a case of two sets of
booms parallel to the spin axis - (where symmetry about this axis
is maintained during extension), the control function (two different
"7 1
__	
extension rates) is non-linearly coupled with the state variables.'
Here the problem of time optimal control will be examined analytically
for the special case of a single telescoping offset boom under a
particular range of initial conditions.
z
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II. MOTION AND STABILITY OF THE HINGED SYSTEM
1.	 Derivation of Kinetic Energy
The hinged	 to be	 is	 insystem	 studied	 shown schematically
Fig.	 2.1(a).	 The co-ordinate system representation is shown in
.	 2.10).b 	 The system consists of a central 	 hub with massesO
attached to massless booms of constant length Z, which in turn
are attached to the main spacecraft at radius r o .	 The end masses
t = t o	 thereafter	 from theare released at	 and	 swing out	 spin
axis.	 The angles between the booms and the spin axis are denoted
"' by al and a2 as shown in Fig.	 2.1(b) and are assumed to be zero
initially.	 A special case of this type was considered in Ref. 	 2
(where it was assumed that the transverse angular velocities during
deployment remained at zero), but here we consider the general three
a"
dimensional deployment dynamics.
The development of the kinetic energy of this type of hinged
system from first principles is considered below:
The total	 kinetic energy of the system, in terms of rotational
and translational energies, can be written as,
w`
T = Tr + Tt + const. due to (circular) orbital motion 	 (2.1)-
where
2
Tr= 2' (I l w2 +	 I -w2 + I,^)	 (2.2)	 a
1	 2	 3 3 a
n	 2
T = 2	 MV2	+	 E	 m. Vt	 M/cm	 i=1	 i	 mi/cm	 (2,3)
(M _ mass of main body)
M
-5-
. From the definition of the center of mass of the system:
n
m Z ri/o
-	
=	
i=1
2.4 ( 4)
r cm/o
	
n
M + E	 mi
i=1
where point 'o' is the center of the coordinate system (and also
the center of mass of the main hub) and the masses are assumed
to be equal	 (mi = m).	 The velocity of the various components
relative to the system center of mass may be expressed:
V
	
V	
+m•/cm
	
m/o1	 i 	 o/ cm (2.5)
.. VM/cm _ VM/o + Vo/cm
(2.6)
The components appearing in Eqs.	 (2.5) and (2.6) can be further
represented as:
mi/o = r (2.7)	 1
..,
Vo =-0 (2.8)/M
M E r•
V
o/cm	 Vcm/o	 rcm/o	 M + Em. (2.9)
,.
After substitution of Eqs.	 (2.7),	 (2.8) and:(2.9) into Eq. (2.3),
the translational energy may be expressed as
Tt
	 IV +2 + '	 E mi	 ismil
y
0 /Cm	 i/o
+	 1	
E m ,	I V	 I2 + E m•	 (V	 )	 (V	 )2 (2.10)i	 o/Cm	 i	 m•	 o cmi/o	 O/ 
t
t 7
t
f
a
i
i
After some algebraic manipulations, we obtain,
( E	Vi	 E	 V i )	 (2.11)
Tt = 2 E(V
i	Vi) -
	 2
2
M
where
Vi = ri + wx ri
rot
M= M+ E mi
Thus, the total kinetic energy of the system is given by:
n
T = 2 (I l w1 + 12w2 + I 3w3) +	 2	 E	 (V i	 Vi)i=1
2	 n	 _	 n
_	 m_	 ( E	 Vi	.	 E	 V i ) + const.	 -	 (2.12)
2M
As an example, we consider the case from Ref. 2 where m = m/2,
a l	 a2 = a, I 3 = I and 
w3	
e	 The kinetic energy is then obtained
as (neglecting orbital motion)
F
21	 (r	 +QsinT=	 e2+2 [ k2 a2
+e z	
a)2]o
^ g
_
2	
2
- 
M	
sin2a a2	(2.13)2TM--+—M7
which corresponds identically with Eq. 	 (18) of Ref. 2, which was
presented without development.
`- Next, a moreeneral case ;of the hinged deployment s stem.con-9	 Y
sidered is shown in fig. 2.2.	 Here there is no restriction on the
location of the hinge points. 	 The co-ordinates of the two masses
are given by
k_
4	 .
-7-
x l	0
yl = ro + z sin al
z  = a * - Z COS a1
x = 0
2
y 2	 -(r 0 + z sin a2)
z 2 = a - Q cos a 2 (2.14)
Here 'a *' is the offset of the hinge point from the '2' axis. Upon
substituting Eqs. (2.14) into Eq. (2.12), and after algebraic simplifi-
cations, the resulting equation for kinetic energy is:
2	 2	 2
T - 1 [I 1 w 1 + I 2w2 + I 3(') 3 ]_ 2
i
+	 [{2(ro+a*+Q2m	 )+2t {ro(sina l +s na2 )- a*(cosa l +cosa 2 )}} wj2
2	 2	 2	 2	 2
+ {2a*-2a*Q(cosa
1
+Cosa2 ) +z (Cos a l+cos a2)} w2
+ {2ro+2rot(sinal+sina2	 2)1 
2)} w3
a
- 
t2k {a*'(sinal-sina2)-ro(cosa1-Cosa2)}
- W (sina l cosa-1-sing 2
	 2
Cosa )} w 
2 
w 3
. 
+{2Q2(al	 a2) + 2k {al (r o sina l -.a*cosal)
a2 (ro sina2 a*cosa2M wl + Q2 (a + a2)]
F	
-	
m2	 [{2(2a2 + Q2 ) + 2R,2cos(al +a2)- 4a*z(cosal +cosa2) }wl2 M+2m
+ {2a*- Z(Cosa l +cosa 2 )} 2 w2 + Q2 (sina l -sina2 ) 2 w3
-21(sina l -sina2) { 2a *- Z(Cosa l + cosa2)} ww
+2R {Q(a l -a2 ) + Q Cos ` (a l +a2)(a1 -a2)
y2a *(COSa 1 1a	 COSa2 2a )} w + k2 {a2+a2 - 2a a COS (a 1 +a2 )}]+COnSt. (2.15)
2.	 Development of Equations of Motion
The equations of motion in the five variables: w i ,	 w2 ,	 w3,
a	 and a	 are developed using the Quasi-Lagrangian formulation$
1	 2
for wi , i = 1,2,3, and the general Lagrangian formulation for
the variables a 1 , a2.	 The equations of motion for this system,
neglecting external	 torques, can be represented as:
d	 aT2T
	 +w2 	= 0 (2.16)	 a
-w3 	dt	 ewe	 aw2	a 3
d	 aT	 aT	
+W	
aT	
= 0
-w (2.17)1	 awldt	 awl	 aw3	 3	 .
d	 aT	 aT	 +w	 aT	 = 0
dt	 aw3 -w2 awl	 1	 awl
(2.18)
d	 aT	 aT	 + aF	 = 0 (2.19)
dt	 361	
-	
Da l 	 Dal
daT	 aT	 + aF	
= 0
-
(2.20)
dt	 a«2	 aa2	 a&2
where
a
E T _ Total kinetic energy of the system
F = Rayleigh dissipation function
. The dissipation function which accounts for linear viscous damping,
assumed to be present about the hinge points, is given by:	 sY	 3
F = 2 ca k2 (a^ + a2 )
.s
(2.21)
f
` where ,,
s
E y c	 = the hinge damping coefficient
With the the approximation	 m2/M << m or (m/M << 1), the equations
E
of motion are obtained as follows:
F
-9-
rI w -(I -I )w w +m[2(ro+a*+L2)+2z{ro(sal+sae)-a*(cal+c« )}Jwl1 1	 2 3 2 3	 2
-m{2a*-2a*k(c«l+cat)+Q2(c2al+s2a2)-2ro-2rok(sal+sat)}w2w3
+2mt { r o (ca 1 a 1 + Ca2&2 ) + a * (sa l a I + sa2a2)} w1
+ma { a* (sa l - sa2 )-r o (Ca 1 -ca 2 )	 2 (s2a l -s2a2 )}(w3 - w2)
+m {R, {oil-«2)+(&l ) 2 (rocai+a*sa l ) + a l `(r o sa l -a *Ca l )
(a2 ) 2 (r 0Ca2+a*sa2 ) - a2 (r osa2 - a*Ca2 )} = 0
2
I 2W (I3-I1)w3w1+m{2a*
2 
2a *Q(ca 1 +Ca2 )+R2 (c 
2 
al+C a2)}w2
.m9,{a * (sa l -sa2 ) - ro(ca l -cat) - 2 (s2a.l-s2a2)} 1^3
17
I	
+mQ, {a*(sal
-sad - r o (ca l -Ca2) - 2 (s2a l -s2a2 )} wlw2
m { Q2 (Sa l +s za2 ) - 2(a* iQ2 ) + 2za * (Cal+ca2)}w3wl
(2.22)
ft .	 ,
+m{2a*Q(sal a l +sa2a2 } - Q2 (s2a l a, + s2a2&2)} w2
+mk {Q(a l
-
a2 )' - 2a*(Cad & 1 -Ca 2&2 ) + Q(c2a l a l -s2a2a2 )} w3= 0	 (2.23)
{.	 3w3-(I1_I2)wlw2 + m{2r o 2
+2roa(sal+sa2 ) + Z2 (S 2 a l +s
2
a2 )} w3
^.
t
-mR{a*(sal -sat) - ro(cal-Ca2) - -Z	 1 -s2a2 )} W2
m{2(ro+k2 ) + Lwo(sa l+sat )	 R 2 (c`al+c 2a2 ^} wlw2
k
-mt{a*(sal-sat) - ro(ca 1 -Ca2 )- t(s2a l
-s2a2 )} w3wl
mz {2r (sa a sa a) - z (C2a' « C2a a ) + It ( &1- )} w..	 0	 1 1- 2 2	 1 1 -	 2 2	 1 2	 2
z.
+m{2r,z(calal +ca2a2) +	 (s2al &,+s2a2a2 )1 w3=0	 (2.24)
E
-10-
a
3
1
rk a l + (9+r	 - (v	 s2a	 w2 - a sa	 -	 s2a )w2a *ca l )w l oca l + 7	 1 )	3	 *	 1	 2	 1	 2osa l -
a	 w w + Ca 9 a =-(r Ca	 d sa	 w2+ a Ca	 r sa	 -2C2	 0(	 0	 1	 +	 *	 1)	 +l	 (*	 )	 3 2	 m	 1 (2.25)
P, a	 (k +r sa - a ca )w	 -(r Ca	 + D s2a ) w2 -(a Sa -	 s2a )w22	 0	 2*	 2	 l	 0	 2	 2	 2	 3	 *	 2	 2	 2	 2
2
- (r0Ca2 +a
-(a*^a2 +r o sa2 -QC2a2 ) w3w2 + Cm k a2 = 0*sa2)w1 (2.26)
F - where
sa i =sina i and ca i = Cosai
3.	 Two Dimensional Motion Analysis
a. Small	 amplitude analysis about equilibrium state
y _„
(i) linearization of the equations-of motion
r.
The equations of motion for the two dimensional case with no
offset are obtained by assumingw l =w2=a* 0.	 Also the hinge members
are assumed to move in-phase (a l =a2=a) and the viscous damping
about the hinge points is assumed to be absent. 	 Eqs.	 (2.22)
k
(2.26) then reduce to: {
_-
{T3 + 2m(ro + 2rok sin g + Q2 sin2a)}w3 +2mk{2roCosa a
+ t sin2a & }w3 = 0 (2.27)
2
t a - (r oCosa + 2 sin2a) w3 	0 (2.28)
r = These two dimensional motion equations are linearized about the
F
nominal equilibrium	 state:	 a = n/2 and w3 = 2 (Q=nominal spin)
-11-
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The original	 coordinates can then be related to the variational
coordinates by:
l^
a = 2 + E
^s
w3 =SZ +d
where
E<<1,	 d< <Q
K
The linearized equations which result are;
w3 = Q + 6(0) = Q (2.29)
.e	 (ro+Q)+	 2 E
 
= 0 (2.30) 
When hinge damping is present, Eq.
	
(2.30} has the following
r.
form
C	 (r0 +k)
• E +e +	 k	 R2 E = 0 (2.31)m
4
(ii) stability criteria
'
Eq.	 (2.31) can be written as
E + d	 e + a2 E = 0 (2.32)
a
t where
da = ca/m and a= lro Q
x
z	 ,
For stability of this second order system the following conditions
i
must be satisfied:
(1)	 d	 > 0 - Positive damping is required
a
(2)	 da < 2a -r ca < 2mo1+^ - which implies a lower bound on
the magnitude of the damping coefficient.
-12-
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closed	 of(iii)	 	 forms	 utions
The solution of Eq. 	 (2.30) is given by
E =	
o 
cos(lt+y )	 (2.33)
where eo is the initial displacement from a = 7/2 and T is the
initial	 phase angle.	 The corresponding solution of Eq.	 (2.31),
assuming that the stability condition d a<2x is satisfied, is
given by
- 8a/2
e = A e cos (xt+T) 	 (2.34)
Where A and Y are found from the initial conditions.	 Eq.	 (2.33)
describes the oscillatory nature of the hinge members about the
equilibrium state while Eq.	 (2.34)	 indicates the damping of this
oscillation.
(iv)	 numerical results
The nonlinear equations of motion describing the deployment
a of the hinged system are programmed for numerical integration using
9the Nova 840 computer.	 The details of the subroutines used	 , the
listing of the program and the computer time required are given in
the section COMPUTER PROGRAMS (at the end of this report).	 For
_ numerical	 integration Eqs.	 (2.22) -	 (2.26) are used with the following
r system parameters	 (Fig.	 2.2 )2:
I	 = I	 = 8.5 slug-ft2;	 I	 10.5 slug-ft21	 2	 3
ro	 1 ft; z	 4 ft, a* = ,p
m 0.125 slug; w3 =	 4.82 rad/sec
f
kG
-13-
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Figs. 2.3(a) and (b) simulate the dynamic response of the
i
two dimensional motion of the hinged system to an initial pertur-
bation in the hinge angle of 0.1 radians with hinge damping absent
and then, present, respectively. For the damped case a hinge
damping coefficient of c a=0.1 lb/ft/sec is selected. These figures
verify the closed form analytical results obtained in Eqs. (2.33)
a
and (2.34) using the small angle analysis about the equilibrium
state ( a l = a2 = a	 90°, W 3 =Q	 4.82 rad/sec).
b. Large amplitude analysis
g	
(i) closed form solutions
Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28) are used to simulate the large amplitude
two dimensional motion when there is no damping about the hinge points.
(Throughout the two dimensional analysis, the hinged members are
assumed to move in phase and there is no vertical offset of the
hinge points.) From Eq. (2.27), the closed form solution relating
the spin rate to the hinge angle, with the initial conditions w3(0)
S2, a= 0, i s
1
P(I +2m r2) )
w3(t)	
I +2m(r o+z sina)2	
(2.35
3
Here it is observed that w 3 (t) attains a maximum value when a,0, Tr,
etc., and a minimum when a= Tr/2, 3Tr/2,etc. Eq. (2.35) may be substituted
into Eq. (2.28). This can then be integrated once with respect to time
under the following assumed initial conditions: a(0) _ &(0) = 0. The
resulting expression gives the phase plane relationship of & with a
as,
-14-
•	 Fj(2r sina) Q sina(I +2mro)
3	 (	 )
 2m(rp + A sina)2	
2.36
(ii) numerical results
The deployment of the system from the position where the hinged
members are initially parallel to the spin axis (a=0) is simulated
in fig. 2.4(a) without damping, and in Fig. 2.4(b) with hinge damping.
The 'x' represents the maximum time simulated by Lang and Honeycutt.2
It is seen that without damping the hinged members exhibit a flapping-
type motion as momentum is exchanged between the hinge and spin motions.
The hinge motions are not exactly sinusoidal as shown. Fig. 2.4(a)
verifies the closed form analytic solution obtained relating spin
rate with hinge angle. This figure also indicates the maximum and
minimum spin rate obtained during the flapping motion which verifies
the closed form solution obtained with the large angle analysis.
Fig. 2.4(b) shows that, with the hinge damping coefficient selected,
the system can be fully deployed in about 10 seconds.
Thus for the case of the two dimensional analysis, closed form
, K	 analytical solutions are obtained for small amplitude oscilations
>x	 about the equilibrium state. Also, from the large amplitude analysis,
a closed form analytical solution relating the spin rate to the hinge
S
angle and the hinge angle rate to the hinge angle are obtained.
4. Three Dimensional "lotion Analys is
.Y	 a. Small ampliitude analysis about equilibrium state
(i) linearization of equations of motion
-15-
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The three dimensional equations of motion, Eqs. (2.22) - (2.26)5
are linearized about the nominal equilibrium state: w l = w2 = 01
a l = a 2 = 7/2, w 3 = Q. The original coordinates are related to
the variational coordinates by:
al = zr/ 2 + el
a2 = n/2 + e2
w3+S
Based on the assumptions that w l 1s2, w2 /s2 1 610, ei and e /Q are
small compared to 1, the equations of motion . can be approximated by
a linear set in which w3	 0 + S(o) = Q is a constant. With T = Rt
as the independent variable, a	 w l /o and
	
w2/s2 as dependent
variables, and
h _ 2I a* 9	 2i ( r o+Q ) 2 , k = M9- 	 1
9
2 p= ca/mQ, f= 1 +(ro/Q,), n= ( I 3/I)	 1
(Here the relationship g = 2kf is to be noted,) as nondimensional
constants, the linear equations become;
(1 +g+h) a' + (
n+g- h ) S + k( el "+ c1 ) _ k( E2"+ E2)	 0	 (2.37)
(1+h) R',	 ( n-h) a	 0	 (2.38)
F
El n + 2 p E + f el + f a' + f _ S	 0	 (2.39
t
C211 	 2 p e2 + f c2	 f a' - 'f B	 0	 (2.40)
,d	 where primes denote derivatives with respect to T.
e
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(ii) stability criteria
The necessary and sufficient conditions for stability of
the system areobtained by applying the Routh-Hurwitz criterion
similar to the procedure of Ref.10. The stability conditions
for the system are obtained by setting the characteristic
determinant, corresponding to Eqs. (2.37) - (2.40), given by
(1+g+h)s	 (n+g-h)	 k(s2+1)	 -k(S2+1)
-(n-h)	 (1+h)s	 0	 0
fs f s2+2ps+f 0
-fs -f 0 s2+2 W+f
equal to zero. Here 's' denotes the characteristic exponent.
The characteristic determinant is expanded to obtain the
factored sixth order algebraic equation
..
(s2+2Ps+f)[{(1+g+h)(l+h)s2+(n-Fg- h)(n-h) }(s2+2ps+f)
-g(s2+1){(1+h)s2+(n-h)}] 	 0	 (2.41)
It is seen that the system characteristic equation separates into
3
two factors - a second order factor describing a mode where both
hinged members move in phase as a-unit, and a second factor repre-
for sented by a more complex fourth order polynomial.	 (Such a separa-
tion of the system characteristic equation was also observed by
Auelmann	 and lane	 in studing the stability of a spinning space-
craft with a ball = in-tube nutation damping system.) 	 From the
quadratic factor the stability condition is found to be: 	 c. <2msti1+o%Q.
This condition was also obtained earlier in the analysis of the two
dimensional hinged system.
As the stability, also, depends on the fourth order factor
in	 Eq.	 (2.41), we will consider different configurations of the
system in the following special cases.	 Case 1(a):	 I3 maximum
4O F moment of inertia	 (n>0) with no offset of hinge points	 (h=0).
The fourth order factor in Eq.	 (2.41) with h= 0 reduces to
pos4 + pls3*+ P2 S2 + p 3s + p4 = 0	 (2.42)
where 
Po = 1,	 p,	 =	 2p(1+g)
i
P2 = (n+g)	 n+	 ( 1+g )	f -g(l+n)
p^ _ 2 q n+g ) n, p4 = ( n+g ) of -gn
The non-trivial	 Routh-Hurwitz stability conditions are
T
p1p2 - pop3 > 0	 (2.43)
ti	
{
(PIP2	 pop 3 ) P 3
 - p l p4 > 0	 (2.44)
Expansion of Inegs.(2.43)and (2.44) results in complex algebraic
1 - relationships involving the system parameters. 	 An attempt to
f	 `' algebraically rearrange the terms in Ineqs. 	 (2.43) and (2.44) did	 i
not yield simplified results.
	
However, it can be seen from con-
si'deration of the signs of each of the coefficients in Eq. 	 (2.42)
that p 1 >0 and p 3>0.	 Since both g and n are positive, therefore, for
stability,	 p>0,	 implying the necessity of (positive) hinge damping.
Case 1(b). :	 1 3 maximum moment of inertia (n>0) with offset of hinge
points	 (h¢0).
18-	 .
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The fourth order factor in Eq.	 (2.41) with h	 0 can be
written as
(q
0
-g 2 )s 4
 + 2 p 	 s 3 + (f qo+q l -q 2-g 3 )s z + 2pgls
0
+ (q l f-q= 03 ) (2.45)
where
qo =	 ( 1+g+h)	 (1+h)
ql	 = (n+g-h)	 (n-h)
q2 _ g(1+h)
q3 = g(n-h)
The necessary and sufficient: conditions are obtained from the rule
of signs of the coefficients in the characteristic equation and also
the Routh-Hurwitz criterion and can be expressed as
/^'^_,I a*I<	 2m ni
l(2.46)
W 1 W2 - WoW3 > 0 (2.47)
2(t+1,W 2 - WOW3) ,W 3 - W l W4 > 0 (2.48)
where
Wo = qo - q 2 1
j
aM
W1
	
2
W2 - 
,fqo
	ql - q2 - Q3
3	 2 pq1
W4 =q l f- q3
_19-
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In Ineq. (2.46) the magnitude of the hinge offset from the (1,2)
hub plane is limited by the differences in the hub moments of
inertia and the size of the end masses. Case 2(a): I 3 minimum
moment of inertia (n<0) with no offset of hinge points (h=0).
The necessary condition from the rule of signs of the
coefficients is obtained as
(ro+z) < minimum of 	 (2.49)
(I-I 3 ) /2mro
Case 2(b): I 3 minimum moment of inertia (n<0) with offset of hinge
points (h40).
I
Similar to case 2(a), the necessary condition is obtained
as
J
7^I3) 
+a2
m
(ro+Q)	 minimum of 	 (2.50)
2
(^) + a*r	
2mro	 ro
It is seen that when a*= 0, Ineqs. (2.50) reduce to Ineqs. (2.49).
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the cases 2(a) and 2(b)
are obtained in-a''similar procedure by making n<0 in the corresponding
inequalities, Ineqs. (2.43), (2.44), (2.47), and (2.413).;
(i'ii) numerical results
An example of the three dimensional hinged system dynamics is
simulated in Figs. 2.5 (undamped) and 2.6 (with hinge damping).
Initial perturbations in both .hinge angles and one of the transverse
angular velocities are assumed.
7
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The oscillatory nature of the system motion about the equilibrium
state when there is no hinge damping present is seen in Figs. 2.5(a)
and 2.5(b). Although the hinge damping is effective in reducing
the amplitudes of the hinge motion (Fig. 2.6(a)),the time constants
associated with the nutation angle decay (Fig. 2.6(b)) are extremely
long. It is clear that an additional form of nutation damping must
be added for effective removal of excessive transverse rates.
The effect of rate damping about the transverse axes to obtain
favorable nutation decay time constants is shown in Fig. 2.7. The
rate damping torques about the '1' and '2' axes are assumed to be
Rdwl and Rdw2 , respectively. The response of the transverse angular
)	 rates for rate damping coefficients of Rd =1.0 lb-ft-sec and 2.0
,.
lb-ft-sec, respectively, are considered. The, simulation results
(Fig. 2.7) indicate that for 'effective removal of excessive transverse
rates rapidly the magnitude of the rate damping coefficient must be
large. The simulation study shows that the rate damping does not
have any effect on the hinge angles and spin rate responses which
are essentially unchanged from Fig. 2.6 for the parameters considered
here.
The deployment dynamics of the system when the vertical hinge
points are offset (a *^0) from the '2' axis is considered next. The
i	 stabili ty condition for a * when I 3 is a maximum moment of inertia
q (n>0) is obtained from Ineq. (2.46). With the system parameters
..	 selected, the limit of offset from Ineq. (2.46) is a * <	 ft.
t	 i
E
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The time response of the transverse angular rates with a * = 1.0 ft
(< A ft) is compared with the deployment dynamics when there is
no vertical offset (a *=O) in Fig.	 2.8.	 Here it is found that
the time period of the damped response of the transverse angular
rates for the case with a vertical offset is larger than the
period of this response when there is no offset.	 This may be
attributed to the redistribution of moments'of inertia due to4,
the offset.	 Also,	 it is to be noted that the vertical offset
4er (a* 1.0 ft) doers not have any effect on the time responses of the
-• hinge angles and spin rate (essentially the same as shown in Fig. 	 2.6).
The magnitude of the rate damping coefficient is assumed to be Rd 2.0
lb-ft-sec.
From the small amplitude analysis of the three dimensional 	 j
8
1
motion of the hinged system we conclude the following:
. 1.	 Hinge damping is required for the nominal deployment of
hinge members.
2. For stability, from the rule of signs, certain inequalities
relating the hinge point offset .to the ratio of.the moments
^m	 a
of inertia and end masses must be satisfied.
3. Since the hinge dampers alone do not provide satisfactory
nutation time constants other types of dampers which provide
direct damping of the transverse angular rates are required,
and the magnitude of the rate damping coefficient must be
.4:
^.	 large for rapid removal of the transverse rates.
-22-
4. The vertical offset of the hinge points increases
the time period of the response of the transverse rates,
which may be due to the redistribution of the moirients
of inertia.
5. The simulation of the deployment dynamics shows that the
rate damping and vertical offset do not affect the responses
of the hinge angles and the spin rate with the system para-
meters and the initial conditions selected here.
b. Large amplitude analysis
(i) numerical results
The general three dimensional motion analysis for large amplitude
(al and a2 are physically free to vary between 0 and 1800 - see
.^
Fig.	 2.1(a))is considered in this section.
	 The nonlinear equations
given earlier (Eqs. 	 (2.22)-(2.26))	 are used 'for numerical	 simulation.	 a
The results are illustrated in Figs.	 2.9(a)-(c) for different para-
meters.
	
From the simulation of the nonlinear system motion, (Figs. 	 2.9
u"
)
(a)-(c)),
	
the observations made are:
Case (1):	 For the values a *=0, ca=O and Rd= O, the hinge members
would intersect the hub structure (ja)	 > 1800 ) as indicated. 	 (It should	 3
also be noted that with these parameters, the motion of the system
=.= when linearized about a i =7/2, w i =O, i- ►1,2,w 3=0 would be unstable in
the sense of Routh-Hurwitz).
Case (L:	 For the values a*=0, ca =0.1 lb/ft/sec and Rd=2 lb/ft/sec,
' the hinge motion lies within the physical boundary as indicated.
-23-
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This Case(2), shows with the hinge and rate damping coefficients
selected, that the system can be fully deployed in about 10 secs
(Fig. 2.9(a)). The angular rates about the transverse axes are
nearly removed (Fig. 2.9(b)) and the spin rate reaches a steady-
state value of 4.1 rad/sec from an initial value of w 3 (0) = 4.82 rad/sec.
(Fig. 2.9(c)).
Case ( 31. For the values; a *= 1.0 ft, ca= 0.1 and Rd=2, the
hinge motion would interfere with the main satellite structure, as
in Case (1).
Case (41. Since there are no criteria to determine the magnitude°
of offset of the hinge points for general nonlinear motion, a value
of a*=0.5 ft, which is less than 1.0 ft used in Case (3), is selected
keeping the same values for ca
 and Rd
 as in Case (3), The response
of the system for these parameters is indicated. The behavior here
is similar to that shown in Case (2),
The nutation angle e is defined by the equation
j wl + w2
tans =
j3 w3
The time response of the nutation angle is shown in Fig. 2.9(c). The
cases of a*=0 and a*=0.5 ft are considered, The nutation angle reaches
a maximum of 18 0
 during the deployment and declines to a value of
less than 1 0
 
within 10 secs.
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The large amplitude analysis of the three dimensional motion
for the general case of deployment reveals the following:
1. Hinge damping must always be present for the nominal
deployment of the hinge members.
2. Rate damping is needed for the effective removal of the
transverse angular rates.
3. The selection of the offset of the hinge points can not
M^	 be done easily as there is no criteria which assures that
the hinge motion will remain withii-, physical limits
(i.e. (a( < ir).
1
a
e
i
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FIG. 2.3(a). DYNAMICS OF THE SYSTEM ABOUT 90 0 EQUILIBRIUM POSITION (NO HINGE
DAMPING).
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III.	 EQUATIONS OF MOTION WITH
TELESCOPIC TYPE CONTROL B0014S
a° The complete equations of motion of a rigid spacecraft with
telescopic type control booms are developed. 	 The system is assumed
to consist of (Fig.	 3.1) a central	 hub with center of mass at point
Q and one or two extendible telescoping booms with end masses ml and
m2 , respectively.	 The mass along the boom lengths is assumed negli-
gible in comparison with the end masses. 	 It is assumed that, in
general, the two booms will	 be offset from the hub principal axes
with the coordinates a,b,c,d indicating the amount of offset.
The generalized vector equation of motion for such a system
containing a central	 hub and moving connected masses can be written 12.
N
M Q 	LQ + E	 mk (rk ^ Q ) x rQ	 (3.1)
k=1
where 'gQ refers to the external moments, Q refers to the reference
{
point which is assumed to be at the center of mass of the hub, rQ
>a is the inertial acceleration of the reference point and r k/Q is the
position vector of mass, mk , with respect to point Q (Fig. 	 3.2).
It should also be noted that Rc is the position.vector of the composite
system center of mass whose position will change with the movement of
ml and m2 .	 The composite c.m.	 is assumed to move in a circular orbit,
and it is assumed that coupling between orbital	 (translational) motion
and the attitude dynamics is a higher order effect.
The angular momentum of the system measured with respect to
point,
	
Q, has three components,
LQ = Lb/Q + UMl/Q + Lm2/Q	 (3.2)
where L b/Q describes the momentum of the hub, and Lm i /p describes the
momentum of mass m i . The hub momentum may be expressed in terms of
the hub principal moments of inertia and angular velocity components
as:
L b/Q	 I l w li + I2w2j + I 3w3 k	 (3.3)
where i,j,k are unit vectors along the hub principal axes,and
Lm i / Q = m i (r i x ri )	 i = 1,2	 (3.4)
where ri describes the position of m  relativ to Q(ri/Q).
We will now consider the inertial acceleration of the reference
point (fig. 3.2)
r  = Rc - rc	 (3.5)
In the absence of external perturbation forces and within the previous
assumptions Rc = 0, and,
rQ = - rc
	
(3.6)
Y
	 4
From the definition of the system center of mass we can relate
After substituting Eqs. (3.3), (3.4) and (3.7) into Eq. (3.1) 	 a
,.	 and assuming the external torques vanish, the following vector
i
rotational equation results: i
_
tb/Q + —P 1 (rl x rl) + 11 2 (r2 x r2) i
+ u
3 (rl 
x 
r2 + r2 x rl )	 0	 (3.8)
where
u l = m 1	(M + m2
	(M + Em)
u2 = m2 (M + M1
 )/(M + Em)
P3 =
	 - m 1m2 /(M + Em)
Eq.	 (3.8)	 is	 then expanded using the familiar relationship,
dL b	I	 _
b^/ ^ _	 + w x Lb/Q (3.9)
dt l body
and for the specific geometry of Fig. 	 3.19
,e	 rl	 = al 	 + bj + zk
(3.10)
a	 r2 - xi + ci + dk (3.11)
The acceleration terms r i	(i	 = 1,2) may be calculated by using12,
=wx (wx r•)
 
+`wx r. +2w x Cr 3bodr 	 ii	 y
C	 + Irilbody
together with Eqs.	 (3.10) and	 (3.11).
The complete nonlinear equations of motion are obtained by expansion
of Eq.	 (3.8) and are expressed as
i	
Il`A'l
	
+(I3-I2) w2w3 + u l	 C(b2 j-z 2 ) w l	 - abw2
-azw3 - azwl w2 + (b2 -z2 ) w2w3 + abwlw3
+2zz w^ + bz (w32 - w2 2 ) + bz] +,u2 [(C2
	 2) wl
k	
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•
r_	 -cxw2 - dx6)3 - dxw l w2 + (c 2 -d 2 ) w 
2 
w 3
+cxwl•w3 - 2cxw2 - 2dxw3 + cd (w32-w22)]
+1] 3 [2(bc+dz) ,al - (ac+bx) w2	(ad+xz) w3
(ad+zx)w l w2 + 2(bc-dz) w2w3 + (ac+bx) wlw3
+2& 1 - 2bxw2 - 2xzw3 + (bd+cz) (w3 2 -w2 2 ) + cz] = 0
I 2 w2 + (I 1 -I 3 ) w3wl	
ul [abwl - (a2+z2 ) w2
+bzw3-bzw l w2 + abw2a)3 + '( a 2 - z 2 ) w3wl
-2zzw2 + az(w3 2-w1 2 ) + az] - u2[cxwl
( d2+x2 )w2 + cdw3 - cdw l w2 + cxw2w3
+(x2-d2 )w3w1 - 2xxw2 + dx(w32-w^ 2 ) - dx)
u3 [(ac•l-bx)w l -2(ax+dz)w2 + (bd+cz)w3
(bd+cz)wl w2 + (ac+bx)w2w3
 + 2(ax-dz)w3o3l
-2(ax+dz)w2 + (ad+xz) (w32-w12)
(3.13)
+xz -zxJ
	
0
1
^.x	 I3w3 + ( I 2 - I l ) wl w2	
u l [azw l + bzw2
". -(a +b2 ) ' + ( b2 -a 2 ) wl w2 - azw2w3 + bzw3w1
+2azw l + 2bzw2 + ab(w1 2=w22 )] - u2[dxwl
+cdw2 - (c 2+x 2 ) w3 + ( c 2 -k2 ) wlw2
dxw2w3 + cdw3w1 - 2xxw3
 + cx (to 12
-w22 ) + cxJ
	
p 3 [(ad+xz) wl + (bd+cz) w2
2(bc+ax) w3±2 (bc-ax) 
w1w2 - 
(ad+xz) w2w3
.
+(bd+Cz) w3wl + 2xzwl + 2czw2 2axw3
+(ac+bx) (wl 2 - w22) + bx7 = 0	 (3.15)
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{ Eqs.	 (3.13)	 -	 (3,15)	 are three coupled,	 non-linear differential
I
equations for the spacecraft dynamics in terms of the angular rates
j (w19w2)w3),	 the positions of the control	 boom end - masses
	
(a,b,z)
and (x,c,d),	 and the corresponding velocities 	 (z,x),	 and accelerations
(z, ,x).	 These equations are valid irrespective of the physical mechanism
which causes the control	 booms to excute their motions.	 For the
k special	 case where m2 = 0, these equations correspond identically with
Eqs.	 (2) -	 (4) of Ref.	 4,	 when r l has	 been defined according to
!
^y
Eq.	 (3.10).
f
a
a
3
P
.	
r
i
d
^
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4
IV. OPTIMAL CONTROL WITH QUADRATIC
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
1
^^ A 1. Linearization of Eq uations of Motion
The equations of motion developed in Chapter III represented
by Eqs . (3.13)-(3,15)  are linearized about the following desired
final state: wl
	
w2 
= 0 1 w 3 = 'Q ' It is assumed that wi/Q<<l
(i = 1,2), 1w3 - Qj/Q<< 1, and that x /Qm , and z/zm are both «l,
where Qm is the maximum boom length. In order to develop the
linear system equations in non-dimensional form we further let:
a = wl/R; S =W2 /'Q; 1 + y	 W 3 /Q; T	 Sit; I i = Ii/PQm2 (i = 1,2,3)
where u=reference mass; E	 x/y	 z/Qm; c l = a/Qm ; c 2 = b/9m;
C3 = C/N,; c 4 = _d/9.m ; and denote derivatives with respect to the
nondimensional time, T, by primes ('). The variational coordinates
are a, B,
	
whereas ^ and C represent the control variables and
describe the end mass positions
For the case of a single•-boom system (Fig. 4,1), m2
	u3 = 01
and letting u = ul the linear system can be expressed by:
I^ + c22	 -c1 c 2	 0	 a'
-cIc2
	
I2+c12	 0	 G,
0	 0	 I3+c12+c22	 Y
-cIc 2	(I3-I2+c22)	 0	 a	 -c2	 [U]
(I3-I1+c12)
	
cic2	 0	
cl
(4.1)
0	 0	 0	 0
here
rui=rr" +	 (4.2)
-48- .
It should be noted that for such a system three-axis control
with a single boom can not be achieved since Y' = 0. Eq. (4.1)
can be reduced to the standard from: X' = AX +5U, where XT =
r
	 (a 0) and the elements of A are:
A11 = c
i c 2 (I 3-I 1 -I 2 ) /A
-^ m
Al2 = -{(I3-I2)(I2+c12) + 
I2c22}/o
:^ rt	
A 21	 {(I3-Il)(I1+c 22 ) + I1c12}/o
A22	
_olc 2 (I 3-I 1 -I 2 )/o	 (4.3)
Y	 -I2c2/o
B =
I1C1/a
	 (4.4)	
1
a
,.
	
and A = I l I 2
 + c12I1 + c22 1 2	 i
It, is further noted that offset of the single m l boom from at least
one of the hub principal axes is required for control, since if cl
C2	 0 the system is uncontrolled.
A final state of  zero inertial angular velocity can also be
considered-by nondimensionalizing using an arbitrary reference value
of 
W  
such that w i /wR «1 for i = 1,2,3 in place of st. Here the
non-dimensional variational coordinates are: a
	 w l /w	 = w2/wR,
S	 w3/wR; and other parameters are defined as earlier. The resulting
linear system reduces to
X'	 A 6(0) X + BU	 (4.5)
-49-
^t
where
S(0) = w3(0) /wR
U = ^„ + 6(0)^
Eq. (4.5) is similar to the standard form X' = AX + 6U.
For the two-boom case when d = c 4 = 0 and the equilibrium
state is: w l = w2 = 0, w3 = Q, it is also possible to reduce
the linear system to the standard form:
DX' _ EX + FU	 (4.6)
where the non-zero elements of the D and E_matrices are:
D11 
	
+ bl/u) c 22 + (P2/ P ) c32 + 2 (u3/u) c2C3
D12	
-(Pic 1 C2 + u 3c 1 C 3 ) /u = D21
D22 = I 2 + (u 1 /u) c12
D33 = I 3 + (ul /u) (Cl' + c
22 ) + (u 2/u) c 32 + 2 (u3/u) c2c3
I
I	 ^s	 E11(111c1c2 + u3c i c 3 ) /u
I
I	 R	 E12	 -( I 3 - I 2 + ( u l /u) c 22 + (u2/u) c32 + 2 (u3/u) c2c3}
E21 = I 3 - L 1 + (u l /u) c12
i
i	 E22 = (u l /11) C 1(P 	 + ( u3/u) cJc2
i
I	 and:
a[ r
F = -(ulc2 -^ c3) /u	 03
	
0	 (4.7)
C 0	 (11c3 + u3C2) /u
U
^^ + f11	 -50-	 (4.8)
r
t
i
f,
ih
b"
where
u fl	 = -2c 1 11 3/(u 2c 3 + u3c2)
Eq.	 (4.6) can be written as X' = AX + BU, where
A = D-1 E (4.9)
6 _	 lF (4.10)
The two-boom offset system will now provide three-axis control.	 The
systems,	 Eqs.	 (4.') and	 (4.6),	 have been linearized about a desired
final	 state of spin about the	 '3'	 axis; while Eq.	 (4.5) has been
{ rlinearized about a final state of zero inetial	 angular velocity. 
2.	 Application of the Linear Regulator Problem
It is desired to design a constant gain regulator for the time
4
invariant system
4
X' = AX + BU (4.11)
which minimizes the quadratic performance index
CO
j = !o (XTQX + UTRU)dt (4.12)
where Q and R are constant positive definite symmetric weighting
matrices.	 From the theory of _optimal control 
13 
it is known that
the control law is of the form:
U = -R^1 BTKX (4,13)
where K is the symmetric positive definite solution of the algebraic
matrix Riccati	 equation:
KA + ATK - KBR 1B TK'+ Q = 0 (4.14)
In general	 the solution of Eq.	 (4.14) must be done using numerical
algorithms because of the algebraic complexity of the problem.
-51-
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f
1
1
I
E
I
For the applications considered here the control will
be of the form:
U= g l 	a+g 2 	s=	 ^ If 	 (4.15)
s
for the two-axis system;
and U1
	
= hll	 a + h12 R + h
13 Y =	 ^" +	 (4.16)
i
t
U2 = h21	 a + h22	 S +'h23 Y
^^ + f l y	 (4.17)
for the three-axis system, where the g's and h's represent the
	 i
calculated gain constants.
	
For actual
	 implementation of the control
it will be necessary to measure the components of the main hub angular
velocity vector (which are proportional to a,R,Y), perhaps with rate
' gyroscopes, and also to determine the length of z boom extension and
time rate of x-boom extension, perhaps optically or with a counter
4 attached to the motoz, which drives the booms. 	 The necessary accelera-
tion terms C" and E " can then be provided by adjusting the motor
torque to a sufficient level.	 In this report it will be assumed that
all measurements occur instantaneously and that there are no errors
in measurements.. 	 It is hoped to treat these important effects in
..
a later study with an application of the estimator problem.
i
3.	 Numerical
	 Results
a.	 Two-axis control using a single boom to reduce nutation
4 r.
angle
When a single boom is offset from the z axis and the hub is
symmetrical	 (I -	 I 1 - I 2 )	 it is possible to solve the matrix Riccati
	 ..
r
equation analytically.
	
=.
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t' It is assumed that the boom is offset only along the	 '1'	 axis
(b = 0) without any further loss of generality. The standard
form of the equations of motion can be written, from Eqs.	 (4,1)	 -
(4.4),	 as
S'	 d	 0	 n
where
d=	 (I 3 -	 I+c 1 2 ) /	 ( I +cl2)
e -	 (I 3 	I) /I
n = c 1 /	 (I + c1 2)
i
For this application of two-axis control	 it is logical to select the
weighting it.atrix, Q,	 in the performance index, 	 J, Eq.	 (4.12),	 to have
j
diagonal elements inversely proportional to the maximum expected
value of transverse rate6
f	 0	 where f = 22/wT2 (4.19)Q =	 max
0	 f a
and we will select R as a unit weighting matrix (following Ref.	 C).
3
The expansion of the matrix Riccati equation Eq.	 (4.14), with
the use of Eqs.	 (4.18)	 and 4.19), yields
2K12 	 - n2 K1 2+ 	 f = 0 (4.20)
-Kit e +,K22d - n2K12K22 _ 0 (4.21)
-2K12e - n2 K22 + f = (4.22)
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 g
T 1 1 . 	'^
xr
k r	
Eqs. (4.20) - (4.22) can then be solved for the elements of the
two dimensional symmetric K, matrix as:
K12 = [d + ^ d 2 +n^'- f ]/n 2 	(4.23)
^y
K22 = + J f -2e K12 /n	 (4.24)
K11 = K 2 (d - n2 K12 ) /e	 (4.25)
where the choices of signs in front of the radicals are selected such
that I, is positive definite. From Eq. (4.13) it is seen that the
control has the form
U ! - [nK12 nK22] (X)	 .(4,26)
As an illustrative example the system parameters and initial
n.
conditions are selected from Ref, 5, pp. 72-79, where the movable	 1
mass system is considered as a two-axis nutation damper for the NASA
21 Man Space Station (Fig. 4.2),
I = 1.42 x 10 7 F;g -M2 (10.5 x 106 slug—,7t2)
I 3 = 2.03 x 107 kg -m2 (15.0 x 106 slug- >t)
°._	 M	 6.21 x 104 kg (1.37 x 105 lbm)
sz = 0.314 rad/sec- (3 rpm)
m	 816 kg (1800'lbm)	 -
a	 19.8 m (65 ft), b = 0, Qm
	
Zmax = 5.4m (17.72 ft)i
wl(0) _ 0.0391 rad/sec, w 2 (0) = 0 1 wT	 0.04 rad/sec.
max
-54-
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This results in the following values for the parameters:
d = 0.666, e = 0.428, n = 0.113, f = 61.63
and it is seen that K is positive definite if K11 :: 219.13, K12 -
E	 -34.69, K22 = 84.57, For w2(0) = S(0) 	 0,.the response of the
state vector components is then calculated as
a(T) = e- 0.54T (cos 0.428T + 1.262 sin 0.428T)a(0)	 (4.27)
s( T ) _ e-
 
0.54T 2.591 sin (0.428T) a(0) 	 (4.28)
under the optimal control:
U (T) = 3.92a	 9.57 = ^^^ ^.	 (4.29)
The solution for c(T), assuming ^(0) _ ^'(0)	 0, is:
(T) = 0.655 sin T + 0.417 cos T - e
-0.54T (0.417 cos 0,428T
+ 2.056 sin 0,428T)	 (4.30)
indicating that the boom will experience a steady state oscillation
after the initial transient. The initial nutation angle is calculated
to be 5.0 degrees and for small angles may be approximated by:
8 = I a	 /I3	 (4.31)
1 
The decay of nutation angle for this case is shown in Fig. 4.3
4	
'
(the curve labeled Q l for Qm	17.72 ft.) and compared with two of
i
the results from Ref. 5. When the maximum amplitude of boom length
j
is 5.4m (17.72 ft.) it is seen that the time constant associated
with the nutation decay is approximately one order of magnitude
:better when the linear. quadratic performance criterion is used instead
of the non-optimal methods of Refs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 4.4(a) for the
same case the motion of the boom end mass during nutation decay is
r
-	
illustrated.
i
E
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f1 ,
f
f
It is seen that within 30-35 secs, 	 the transient part of this
if motion is removed leaving a remaining steady state oscillation
with an a amplitude of 13.04 ft as predicted by Eq. 	 (4.30).	 Also,
the initial	 disturbances
	
in both the transverse angular velocity
components are removed by the motion of the control boom.
	
At
this point the nutation angle reaches a (small) value within
` mission tolerances and the z boom could be withdrawn to the zero-
length position and ready for re-use. 	 This operation would require
a temporary boom-motor command or the activation of internal damping
in the boom extension mechanism so that the steady state amplitude
would eventually approach zero.
Also shown in Fig.	 4.3 are the affects of varying the Q
weighting matrix.
	
For the case already discussed the Q matrix has
the two dimensional form:
0[61.63
Q 1	=
0	 61.63
which yields the optimal control	 law given in Eq.	 (4.29) and repeated
here:
.^
^m
U (T	 = 3.92a -9.578	 (4.32)
If for the same boom offset and z 	 the let the maximum ex
ma
	 pected valuex
of transverse angular velocity be, w	 = 0.1 rad/sec, then
Tmax
..{
0][9.86
2 0	 9.86
with the result that
U (T) = 0.787a -3.9748	 (4.33)
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The nutation angle decay for this case has a slightly longer time
constant which can possibly be explained by the smaller negative
coefficient of s in Eq. 	 (4.33).	 The dynamic response of this case
is illustrated in Fig.	 4.4(b).	 The amplitude of the steady state
boom motion is 7.45 ft which is smaller than the amplitude of
13.04 ft.	 for the case considered in Fig. 	 4.4(a).
For the same offset'and a reduced z 	 = 3m (9.84ft) it is
max
seen that with the control law resulting from Q l the boom end mass
will	 actually exceed a displacement amplitude of 3m and the dynamics
of such a discontinuous system can not be approached analytically.
For wT 	= 0.1	 rad/sec.	 Q2 yields a control	 law of the form:
max
j, U (T) = 0.4566a -4.0077s	 (4.34)
and the corresponding decay of notation angle is shown in Fig. 	 4.3.
The time response of the case considered here is shown in Fig. 	 4.4(c).
The steady state oscillation of the control boom end mass has an
amplitude of 4.40 ft. and the notation angle becomes zero after 130
secs.
In all the cases considered to this point the spin rate is assumed
to be constant (w 3 (0) = 0).	 Next, we consider the case where the
initial	 angular velocity about the	 '3'	 axis is not the same as the
final	 desired spin rate.	 The control	 gains are calculated from the
linearized equations and the dynamic response of the system is obtained
.. from numerical	 integration of the nonlinear equations of motion of the
system Eqs.
	
(3.13)	 -	 (3.15).
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1
The details of the numerical integration  computer program listings
are given in the section COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
The results of this numerical integration are shown in Figs.
4.5(a) and (b) with weighting matrices selected as Q 2 and Q31
respectively. The maximum amplitude of the boom end mass is assumed
to be 100 ft. The numerical results indicate that more than 200 secs,
would be required to achieve a zero nutation angle. The transverse
angular velocity responses are more oscillatory than those shown
9
earlier (e,g. Fig. 4.4); and the angular velocity about the '3'
axis reaches a steady state value equal to the desired final spin
rate within 150 secs. For this application, the three-axis control
is achieved using only a single boom due to the nonlinear coupling.
As Edwards and Kaplan4 ' 5 have previously noted,performance is 	 1
improved by increased boom lengths but in all cases considered here jy
where the boom motion remains continuous there is a marked improvement
in system performance by using the quadratic performance criterion
from linear optimal control theory.
b. Three-axis control using two offset booms
For more complicated applications of two-axis control (a 	 0,
a
b # 0) with asymmetrical hubs and for the general case of three-axis
control numerical methods were used to solve the matrix Riccati
equation 14 . Ref. 14 contains both a sample problem and computer
listings which were adopted for use with the NOVA 840 computer system.
For the general case, the dynamics of the controlled system were
simulated by numerical integration of the general (nonlinear) form
of Eqs.. (3.1.3) - (3.15), as developed in cartesian components.
p
The computer listings and the program details are given in the
section COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
An example of the application of a two-boom system for three-
axis control is shown in Fig. 4.6(a) where initial perturbations
are assumed in both the transverse angular velocity magnitude as
well	 as the component along the spin	 ('3')	 axis.	 Furthermore the	 1
initial	 disturbance amplitude is assumed to be less than 0.04 rad/sec.
in both transverse and spin axis components. 	 The non-zero elements
of the Q matrix are calculated to be
f = ^2/(asY)2max _	 (0.314) 2 /(O.l1 2 = 9.86
The hub moments of inertia, boom end masses and hub mass are the
same as in Sect. 	 a.	 Based on this information the matrix Riccati
equation was solved numerically yielding the following control 	 law:
r
U	 2.2242a -3.84898 =	 " +	 (4.35)
U2 =-3.1401Y =^^	 ^,	 f 1 	(4.36)
i
The steady state values of the feedback gains were obtained
by numerically integrating the matrix Riccati differential equation
until steady state conditions were obtained: 	 This information was
then incorporated into the simulation of the general nonlinear
equations of motion,	 Eqs.	 (3.13)	 -	 (3.15).	 It is seen from Fig.
E
4.6(a) that within 50 seconds the initial 	 disturbance in both the
transverse angular velocity component as well as w3 (about the
spin axis) are removed by the motions of the two control booms.
After this time the z boom continues to exhibit a steady state
oscillation according to the U 1
	control	 law whereas the x boom
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treaches a constant steady state amplitude of -47.5 ft (14.43m).
The offset of the z and x booms are assumed to be equal (65 ft.)
Fig. 4.6(b) illustrates the dynamics of the system for a change
in the offset value of the x boom from 65 ft. to 45 ft. The
responses in Fig. 4.6(b) are similar to those shown in Fig. 4.6(a)
except that the constant steady state amplitude of x is reduced
to a value of -43.4 ft.
In an actual mission after the disturbances have been removed
these steady state motions could be stopped by physically retracting
the booms to the zero position. During all boom maneuvers simulated
here the extension (or retraction rates) fall within 0-10f t/sec which
is thought to be within that currently obtainable with such mechanisms.
Another example of three-axis control using two offset booms
is depicted in Fig. 4.7. The initial conditions are identical to
a..	 those of Fig. 4.6(a) as are all parameters relating , to maximum boom
lengths, masses, and offsets	 In Fig. 4.7 it is assumed that the
main part of the spacecraft is no longer symmetric with
I 1
	1.42 x 107kg-m2 (10.5 x 106 slug-ft2)
and
_	
I2 = 1.69 x 10 7 kg-m2 (12.5 x 106 slug-ft2).
It is seen that for the same weighting of the state variables and
control, the system in Fig. 4.7 requires a longer settling time to
reach steady state and that the steady-state amplitude of the x-boom
is slightly reduced to about -45ft.
i
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c. Application of offset system during the terminal phase
of detumbling maneuver.
A recent study  has shown that a tumbling spacecraft may
be recovered by extending three sets of telescoping booms along
the hub principal axes. With an application of Lyapunov's second
method  sequences of boom extension maneuvers can be determined
so that the spacecraft will approach either of two desired final
states: close to a zero inertial angular velocity state or a final
spin about only one of the principal axes. The numerical results
of Ref. 3 show that there is always a small residual remaining in
the components of the state vector and that extremely long times
(and boom lengths along the principal axes) are required for a
significant reduction in the residual nutation angle when a final
spin is the desired final state. It is suggested that the offset
telescoping boom system can be used as a means of rapidly reducing
the residual components of the state vector after an initial detumbling
maneuver using the strategy of Ref. 3.
As an exampleof the application of such a system, we consider
the NASA 21 Man Space Station under the following nonlinear initial
conditions: w 1 (0) = 0.1 rad/sec; w 2 (0) = 0.2 rad/sec.; w3(0)
0.5 rad/sec. where the desired final state is: wl f 	 w2f	 0;
w3f	 0.314 rad/sec. = Q. It is assumed that three sets of boons
with a _uniforiily distributed mass of 1.5 slug/ft can be extended
along the hub (main part) principal axes from the center of the hub.
Following the strategy of Ref. 3, and noting that the hub '3' axis
E
remains an axis of symmetry during deployment, all booms can be
extended until T3f	 41.0 secs. at which time the transverse booms
are stopped and only the extension of the '3' axis booms is continued.
i
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It is assumed that the principal axis booms have a constant
extension rate of 4ft/sec. The dynamics of this recovery operation
is illustrated in Figs. 4.8(a) and (b).
Suppose that at 50 secs. all operations with the uniformly
distributed mass booms are halted. At this time the transverse
booms each have a length of 164ft (49.99m) while t 3 = 200 ft
(60.96m). At t = 50 secs., it should be noted that although wl /s2,
w 2/Q<l and w3=.Q, the nutation angle remains at 17.4°. The composite
moments of inertia at this time (including. space station plus three
sets of uniformly distributed mass booms) are:
I l = 1 2 = I = 22.91 x106 slug-ft2 (30.98 x 106kg-m2)
I3 = 23.82 x 106 slug-ft2 (32.204kg-m2 ) and I 3 is still greater
than I.
At 50 secs. control is initiated using two pairs of offset
telescoping booms each with end mass of 816kg and an assumed maximum
length of 100 ft. (30.48m). For this application both the Q and R	 9
u
	
weighting matrices are selected to be the unit matrix, yielding a
control law of the form:
Y-0 = 0.4996a -1.3249
U2 (1) 	 -0.9998
It can be seen from Figs. 4.8 that within 150 secs. of the beginning
of the recovery operation the nutation angle has been virtually reduced
to zero and that the x offset boom end mass has a steady state position
of -22.05 ft (-6.72m ) while the z offset boom exhibits a steady state
oscillation with an amplitude of 4 .2.7 ft (13.015m).
r.
i
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If, on the other hand, we had continued to extend the uniformly
distributed mass booms along the '3' axis during the same time
a.	 period instead of activating the offset system, even though the
transverse angular velocity components would have been reduced,
the nutation angle would have remained essentially constant.
The effectiveness of the offset system in rapidly reducing both
transverse rates as well as nutation angle should be noted here.
Instead of stopping all operations with the uniformly distri-
buted mass booms at 50 secs,, we now consider the case where the
operations are continued past t = 50 secs. and halted at 75 secs.
The control is initiated using the z and x offset telescoping booms.
The time responses of the system as seen from	 Figs. 4.9 are similar
in nature to those of Figs. 4.8 except that the time of stopping
the principal axes booms is changed. At t = 75 secs., it is to be
k,
noted that I 3 is smaller than I and also the transverse angular
velocities are smaller in magnitude compared to their values at
t = 50 secs. From the simulation results (Figs-. 4.9), it is observed
that within 200 secs. of the beginning of the recovery operation the
nutation angle has been reduced to essentially zero. Also, the 'x
JI
offset boom end mass has a steady state position of 22.77 ft. which
is nearly the same value as in Figs. 4.8; but, the z offset boom
exhibits a steady state oscillation with an.amplitude of 16.72 ft.
which is smaller than the amplitude of 42.7 ft. shown in Figs. 4,8.
_	
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This is an advantage, since the magnitude of the control effort
with the z offset boom is reduced when the time of stopping the
operations of the principal axes booms is increased from 50 secs.
to 75 secs. It is also to be noted that the control action of
the offset booms takes place in the linear region of the system
dynamics (Figs.-4.9), Whereas in Figs. 4.8, the control action of
the offset booms initially occurs in the quasi- linear region of
the system dynamics.
h
i
P
4
r	 =	 .
r,
E
t	 .
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V. TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL WITH
SINGLE OFFSET BOOM
x.
The investigations presented in Chapter IV considered the
design of a constant gain regulator for the time invariant system
X' = AX + BU	 (5.1)
which minimizes the quadratic performance index. In this chapter,
the problem of determining the control U (JUG < C*) which forces
the system (5.1) from the initial state X(rl ) to zero state in
minimum time is treated.
An admissible control U(T), transferring the system state
from X(0) to X(T f ) = 0, is found from the solution of Eq. (5.1)
given by
X(T) = eAT X( 0 ) .+ fT eA(T-0bU(fl d^	 (5.2)
For X(T f ) = 0, Eq. (5.2) reduces to
f
Tf e-A^ BU(^) d^ = -X(0)
	 (5.3)
0
As an application of the time optimal theory developed, the 	 a
movable mass system is considered as a two-axis nutation damper
for the NASA 21 Man Space Station (Fig. 4.2). The standard form
of the equations of motion, given in Eq (4.18), is repeated here
X' = AX + BU
where
a	 0 -e	 0
X =	 ])A
	 ^B	 (5.4)
d	 0	 l
y
U	 n(r+)
	
(5.5)
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Theuantities d e n and the	 rimes have been defined already withq	 P	 Y
reference to Eq.	 (4.18).	 The solution for U(T), bringing the
system state to rest in minimum T f , is known to be U(T) = tC*,
with the number of switches depending upon the initial state of
the system 15
Considering the initial states that can be driven to rest in
a single switch (Fig.	 5.1(a)), the control	 takes the form16
U(T) = Kl	for 0 s T < Ts ;	 U(T) = K2
 for TS < T < 'I f (5.6)	 i
where
IK l I-IK2 1	 -	 C*
Substitution of Eqs.	 (5.4) and	 (5.6)	 into Eq.	 (5.3) leads to
0 - coswOTs ) K l -	 (coswOTf - coswO T s ) _K2 = a(0)W (5,7)0
x	
l
sinwo-.SKI
	
+ (sinwo T f - sinwo •rs )	 K2 = - ^	 (0)w0 (5.8)	 l
where 3
wo = e
The expressions for the switching time, T s , and the final time,	 rf$
are obtained from the solutions of Eqs.	 (5.7) and (5.8) as:
.
(2K2-K1 )K1-(A2+B2)
1
-1 tan lB
Ts 
= wo	
cos 2(K2-Kl) FA Q A (5.9)
(2K2-K1)KI+(A2+62)
. 1	 1
cos
Tf = 
-tan-1 
B
A
(5..10)..
W 2K2 Az
where
A=K1
 + a(0) wo/e
.B = R( 0 ) w0
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The control scheme for a single switching for a(0) > 0
and ^(0) > 0 is shown in Fig. 5.1(b) where
U(T) = -C* for 0 < T < Ts
i
	 = +C*for Ts <T <1 f .	 (5.11)
The system response for an initial condition (a(0), ^(0)) is shown
i	 in Fig. 5.1(c) where the initial state X(0) is driven to rest in
a single switching at T = T s . The equation of motion of the boom
end mass is obtained from Eqs. (5.5) and (5.11) as
n(^"(T) + ^(T)) = -C* for 0 < T < T
-	 s
= ± C* for TS < T < Tf
and hence the time response of the control mass is given by the
following equation (T < Tf):
{u(T) -cosTu(T)-2u(T-TS)
+ 2cos(T-T S )U(T-TS )}	 (5.12)
where u(T) is a step input (T>0).
For the general case, where the initial conditions do not lie
in the single switching region, piecewise solutions can be used to
obtain the system response analytically. Also, a time optimal
control solution can be obtained numerically using the techniques
17
r	
of dynamic programming. This approach was employed by Kunciw
5	 in analyzing the optimal detumbling of the system treated in
Refs. 4 and 5.
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VI. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
As a result of the analysis and numerical results the following
conclusions regarding the hinged system and the optimal control
`	 with the telescoping booms can be made:
1. Hinged System (Chapter II)
(a) For the case of a symmetrical spacecraft closed form
analytical solutions are obtained for tiwo dimensional motion.
(b) For stability (necessary conditions) certain inequalities
relating the hinge point offset coordinates to the moment
of inertia ratio and end masses must be satisfied for the
three dimensional motion (small amplitude case).
(c) Hinge damping is always required for the nominal deployment
of the hinge members,
(d) Other types of (nutation) damping are required to remove
transverse angular rates effectively since the hinge dampers
a
alone do not provide satisfactory notation decay time constants
with the system parameters selected here,
(e) The vertical offset of the hinge points increases the time
period of the damped transverse rates which may be due to
the redistribution of moments of inertia for the three	 i
dimensional motion (small amplitude case).
(f) The selection of the vertical offset of the hinge points for	
3
LL_
	
the general case of three dimensional motion for large ampli-
tudes can not be done easily as there is no criteria which
	
	 1
l
assures the stability of the system as in the case of small
amplitude motion.
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For the system parameters considered here it is recommended
that the vertical offset be as small as possible.
2. Optimal Control (Chapters III,IV and V)
(a) Three axis linear optimal control of a spinning spacecraft
system may be achieved by using more than one set of movable
telescoping booms (with end masses) which are each offset
from different hub principal axes.
(b) When only two-axis optimal control is desired only a single
offset boom is required. The time constants achieved by
such a system when used for the reduction of nutation
(wobble) angle are one order of magnitude smaller than those
previously achieved using non-optimal control logic.
(c) It is assumed that for the implementation of such a control
s,tstem instantaneous measurements of angular velocity
components, boom end mass positions, and extension rates
would be available as well as an on-board computational
capability. It is hoped to consider the effect of errors
and delays in measurements on such a system in a subsequent
study.
(d) A further application of the offset telescoping boom system
could be during the terminal phase of a detumbling maneuver
to quickly remove the residual components of angular velocity.
(e} The time optimal control problem is solved analytically for
a'single offset boom where the initial conditions are such
that the system can be driven to the equilibrium state with
a single switching in the bang-bang optimal sequence.
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VII. RECOMMENDED FUTURE STUDIES
1. Further Studies in Optimal Control
1
A logical extension of our current application of the linear
regulator problem for the optimal control of the telescoping system
would be the examination of the effects of both uncertainties in
measurements as well as errors in the modeling of the system by
the linearization technique. The actual implementation of the
optimal control law, once the gains have been set from a solution
of the matrix Riccati equation, would involve the sensing of angular
velocity components by rate gyroscopes and the determination of the
instantaneous boom lengths, either by a mechanical counter or by
relating end mass position relative to an optical sensor. In
-r
other words, physical sensors would actually be involved in the
real-time determination, of state variable components. These
uncertainties could be included with an application of the estimator
problem where the differences between the desired state vector
components and the actual components due to measurement uncertainties
would be incorporated within the control logic. The effect of
errors in the modeling (due to linearization) could be examined by
simulating the performance of the system using the nonlinear rota-
tional equations in both linear and nonlinear regions. Finally
the effect of time delays in the actual measurements (assuming such
measurements could be performed with zero uncertainties) could be
analyzed by considering the state estimator-filter problem. j
C' -BG-
At.:.-_
The general problem of finding a control law that will result
in a minimum time recovery could be studied with an application of
a first-order gradient optiviization technique using a digital
computer. The control variable will involve the boom end mass
acceleration with respect to body coordinates. Boom position
can be limited to defined quantities and a penalty function can
be used to insure a given range of positions.. The problem of
optimal control with a minimum time criterion has been examined
analytically for the special case of a single offset boom where
it is assumed that the initial conditions are such that the system
can be driven to the equilibrium (rest) state with only a single
switching maneuver in the bang-bang optimal sequence. 	 For this
system it is possible to obtain an analytical solution for the
switching and final times in terms of the initial cc.nditions andJ 16..,18
magnitude of the maximum value of the control force, 	 The
>. general time optimal control solution for this problem can only
_ be obtained numerically using the techniques of dynamic programming.
This approach has been employed by Kunciw 1 7 in analyzing the optimal
-, detumbling of the system treated in Refs. 4 and 5.
2.	 Effect of Gravity-Gradient and Solar Pressure ExternalW
Perturbations'
To date all of the results have been obtained by neglecting any
^E and all external perturbations (i.e.	 in torque - free space). As a
tumbling spacecraft is recovered by appropriate maneuvers of the
appendages such effects as those due to gravity-gradient torques and
solar pressure must be considered.
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Previous studies have been completed showing the effect of
gravity-gradient torques on the deployment of a gravity-gradient
stabilized spacecraft which is librating only in the orbit plane
It
and where the total libration amplitude is small. 
19 
Under these
assumptions a series solution can be used to give an approximation
of the actual dynamics. 
19 
Although the present problem can not be
restricted to small amplitude motions because of the initial tumbling
or spin, for special cases such as a symmetrical boom deployment
and motion primarily within the orbit plane it is thought that an
analytical approach using the techniques of Ref. 19 may be feasible.
For the general case the effects of gravity-gradient-torques could be
µ
evaluated numerically with particular attention to any readily iden-
tifiable gravity-gradient induced reasonances. 20
 Solar pressure
^rr
torques can be approximated by assuming that for homogeneous boom
material the booms will bend away from the sun following a circular
radius of curvature and these torques can be compared with those due
to the gravity-gradient,
3. Effect of Flexibility During Boom Deployment
The problem of including flexibility effects during deployment
of telescoping appendages has never been fully treated, in the open
i	 literature. A recent examination of a related problem considers
stability boundaries on the extension of a pair of axial antennas
whose undeformed state lies along the nominal spin axis. 21 It was
assumed that the rate of extension was sufficiently small so that
Coriolis effects due to the rate of change of length could be
regl ected, 21	
-`
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Ref. 21 determines how far the antennas can be extended before a
stability boundary is approached but does not simulate the actual
dynamics during deployment. It is recommended that this problem
j	 could be considered using two alternative approaches; a) by
assuming the deployable members to be compound spherical pendulums
`.	 of variable leng.th (according to the control law) where the degree
of flexibility can be treated by varying effective spring constants
associated with each of the two Euler angles. If deflections are
assurned to occur primarily in one plane, the spring constant
{ associated with the "out-of-plane" Euler angle can be selected
several orders of magnitude greater than the"in-plane" spring cons-
stant and b) the booms can be considered as a varying number of
finite elements depending on how much boom is actually deployed.
i
At any given time the combination of rigid body and structural
1
dynamics can be examined in a quasi-static manner. The limitations 	 i
of the second method, especially if external continuously acting
perturbations would be considered later should be noted. However,
in the absence of external effects it is thought that the two
approaches could be considered as alternate methods of treating
the deployment dynamics with first order flexibility effects
I	 included, and these results then compared with the previous results
which assume that the booms are competely rigid. 	 i
C
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS
1. Hinged System (Chapter II)
a. Subroutines used: RKSCL, RKGS, SIMQ, RKNXT
y	 b. Program listing
G
f
IJO
1FQR'T/A/R/E/P/S FOPT.LS/L
!LISTING
C	 DYNAraTGS nF HINGED DEPI,NY FAENT SYSTE:^'
—	
EXTERNAL HSR01 , HSP02
DIMENSTON PA PK`(S), Y(7), DY(7), 'WORK(E1 9 7), S17E,(7)
PEAL Ta,T?,73,L{	
C(1MMON Y
COMMON I],1? , I^,Ati,N,M, /s,Rp,L,CC>,^DLr^^^
COM M OIN C(91s)
EtJUIVALF r
 (F(YC1.),i^ ] y , (Y 2), w ^), (Y(3) f v4 3), (Yf,u),A]
F(^UIVA[.FNCF ( Y (5), A2), (Y(b), ALPHAI ),-(Y (7), ALPHAP)
CALL T^1r)1.JT(2,5)
i	 CALL OPFN ( ] , 'SFLL.A PPAN • ,3, If,R
IF( TFR.KIF.I).STOP UNABLE TO OPEN FILE
- 
_PEA r1,(?r A 1) TkIAX,STE',_T,UL
REAO(P,91) ,SIZE
91 F'ORM4T(9F10.0)
PAU1A(1)=0,0
r'	
PARM(3)=STEP
% C	 -INITIAL VAt-UES
W1=0.I
^k	 ;	 11d2=0,0
1 V!3=U*A?
r A P = 0 . n
ALPHA]=].0^7
AL PH A?=1067
Ti u,^
I?= A .S
..	
L3=10.
AM 0.125	
FIGiN^ PA
	
-	 --	 -
K r, .1 , n	 P_pp	 G
A=0.0
w
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t t
tit = 5
WR ITF(5,9?)	 T10Ax,.	 STEP,	 T OL
KRITE{5. q u11	 A1,A?
j INRITF	 P-1 	 ALPHA 1 ► A'LPHA?
hRITE(5	 ^5)	 11,7.?
tNk	 Tf-_ (S,9h)
	
AV,P('1,L, A
W QlTF(5,R7)	 5 1 Z E
'^ NRTjF(S,aFs)
92
^
FOQMAT('IT V AX='rF H .2 ► 1(1 X,'STF P 	r,FK.t1',!OX,'Tnt.=',FF,h)	 3
93 FOR M AT	 F10.^+)
941 FOR M AT( 'flAl=rrFfi^UrSxr'A?-'rFFt^l^)
94 2 FORMA T('OLLPPAJ= • ,FA 11 rY,'A	 PHA2=',FIR.u)	 s
95 FOR M AT( 	 FP.
• 96 FQr^MAT('(1AN!c',( R,q,SX^'RP=r,F$.U^SX,rL=',F^,U,SX,'F=',FK.l1)r
; 97 FORMAT('OSIZE',7FH,U)
98 F0RNAT('1",76
	
T'rT17r'iti1'.T30.''t 2'.TG3,'V,3',T55r' A I	 ar
r ?T69,' A2', TRt,'ALPHpi',TQv,'Ai^PHA?',T1OR,'IF+LF',T115,'TNFTA',/) 	 I
CALL	 RK5CI. ( rv ,SIZF	 DY,T(?L,PARM,
CALL
	
RKGS(FARM,Y,DY.N1,INLP,HSPOI,HSPO?,^NORK)
_.__f. f'!RITE(5,yG)THLF
99 FORMAT (' OIHL.F='r I3)
CALL
	
EXIT	
3
F N 1)
PROGRAM IS RELOCATARLE
a .TITL
	
0MAIrJ	 1
!FORT/A /R/F'/P/S
	
FORT.L.S/L
! L I S . T TP c
-
•, SURPOUTINE
	
HSR01 (T,Y,f)Y)f. DTMF NSTnNl	 Y(7),	 D Y (7),	 C(5,5).	 CX(5,5)
! REAL	 TI rI ?,I3,L
COMMON	 wl , L,^2, t +1 3, A 1 , A?_, ALPH A I , ALPHA2
COMMON	 11,7?,L3, A.M , N,M,A,R0 ,L,CP,PDI, RD2
Commom c
C A1:^F	 ^	 r)F	 ALf'HA 1 	 A? =r)FR.	 OF	 4(.PHA?
>. C CAL.	 OF	 COFFF.	 FOR LHS OF	 MATRIX	 EON
go St^ST ^^(Af P^+A1)
S?c8T^1(A•LPH A2)
Ci=Cn5(ALPHA1)
s - A11c?.n *(Rn *fin+A *AFL *L)
Al2=RO*(S1+S?)
C( j,l)=I1+Art*(A11{?.O*(*(Al2-A13))i C(1r2)=0.O
C(1,3)s0,O
Ai q_Ata *L.*(L.+Rn*S1—A*Ct)
s C(,1,u)	 AI 4
3 -93-
A15=-n V *L* (L4f*(I*S?-A *C?)
	
_
Ctl,S)^A15
C(2,t)-o.n
_... f..	
-
n1b=?,0 *A *A-?,0*A*L*(C1+C2)
A14=-Qr5*L*(2.4*S1*C1-2.0*S2*C2)
C(2.3)- - nr• * r_*(n1 8+A19)
C(3,?.)=-A^+!*L*(A1g+A1_R)
A20=2. 0* Rn* P0+2.0*RO *L*(S1+521+L*L*(.S1*S1+S?*S?)
C(u,31 -n.0
G
	
L L
C(..5,.1	 A,1.5
lard	 100
	
J=j'm
DO	 100	 1=1
^_. 100 C X (Trt1)=C 0, J).
a	
;.
C CALCULATION OF	 PHS OF MATRIX' EON
' k311= I?_^13
.. 813-L*!K*(COS(?.0*4LPHA1)+CQS(2,0*ALPHA2))- 2,o*RO*RO
'
Clt=(H ti+ A4'-*(( 1?+913+Ri11))*!n!2*v43
,, F^15= F^'n^( Ct*a1+G?*A?) +a *(S1*fl1+S2*A?)
G12= -a.n *nrn*L*F^15*^l
F316= A*(5t-S?)-Rq* (cl- r?)- n S*L*(?.o *S1*t;i-?eo*S2*C2)
G13= •-nr^* L* F^16 *(v^*^,?,-vJ2*;^;2^
FT17- Aj*Al*'(RO*C1+A*Sf)—A2*A2 *(RO*C2+6*S2)
C 1 4 	 7
OY(1)=Ct1+C
	
?+C13+CIA-RO1*t-!1
• P.tA-13-T 1
	 zi R 	 t_*I._*(S1*G1+SP*S?)-?.(^*(A*n+t_*L.)+2.n*L*n*(Ci+C	 )
^^ R20= A*(S1^S?)-k(^*(}';-C?)-0,5*(2.0*51*C1-?. 0 *5?*C2)*L
Dl 2--AM*L*h20*vi1 *uy2R t 821=?.0*A*L*(Sl*A1+S?_*Q2)-L*L*tZ.O*S1*C)kA1+2.0^k2*S2*G2)
	 ,=,
-	 ?	 _
D22 ^L*(A1- A21)? 2,0 *A* C? *A2)
r P2?0=L* (C O S (2.0*ai-PHA1?
DY(?)-Dl1+D12+D13+Dl4- RD2*w2 A^YAG t Y
- -94-	 0
lfief=I ] -T?
(4214=?„0* CPO *RrCi+L*L)+2.0*1»*RO*(Sl+S2)
E11= (a? +Atit *(^?u+^25))*ttii*4v?
F^26= A*( S] - S?`=,ktl*(C1 - G?) - Q.5*L*(?,.0 *S1*C]-2.0*S?*C?)
E1?=pad *L*P2(1*ti`3*ti]
:	 ^?_7=?•n*a^)*( Si*A1- S?*A?) - 1.*(CnSt7,n*ALaHA1)*A 1)
f32^=^,*(A]-n2)+L*(rnsC2.n *nLP1iA2)*A?.l
E 13 =AM *L* ( R?7+B2R) *;v2
Han=L*L'*(2.n*[] *ct +2.^*S2*CG)
EIu--A`^*(HP94R30)*W3
.	 OT t.S	 1 Stt IU
a32rA *st- ^. 5*^ *^.o *st*r.]
F^33= Rn*C1 +A *Sig
J	 H3U^- (^*C ] +uo *S1-t_*GUS (?. ^ *ALF'f•^At)
6 341=Cn *l_*L:*A1
•	 F1Y(4)—AM,-I *(P7^]*vv3* v;3+P 	D*GV?+H33* ant	 itQ14*W3 *U?)-E'3tit
DY(6)=41
	
-	 -
,^; ; f^3?,=A*C? +gin *•S2 -L *Cf1S (?. U* ALPHG;?) ,
_^	 :_._	 .	 _ ^3R1=Cry*L*L*p?	 _	 _;^
DY(5)=A^'*t.*(x-35*1^3*:,:^+X36*i^^?*u^2+1?:^"I*v.t*^,it+t^3a*^J3*^+?)-P3^t
DY(Z)-A2
CALL
	
St^jGltC.x,nY,M,KS)
v. IF(KS)	 3 ,2 ► 3	 s
•	 2 RFTURN
_3 4'RI1F(5 ru)
u FC,E r AT(.//'STr;GII(-AR	 EQUATTON'Sr)
RETURN
PROGRAM IS	 REL(]CATARL
.TJTL
	
NSRO1
lFOR7/A/H /F/P/S	 FOPI.LS/L.
!LISTTNG
SLIPR OUTINF	 FF .S P02(T,Y,DY, IH1.F.Wnl Iv',P)	 3
(,0f-,Tr- A L	 RK NYT
1)1V E_NSJON	 Y(7)r0Y(7),Dl)tAMY(7)
CO M M ON<^:	 n	 a	 a	 ?
• C(?,MON	 I].T?r I3, AM I N1rm	 ArRO	 LrCD { PDi,RD?
^. CO IAMON	 G (5, r- )
DEG=57.295779,	 _.._....
M ; CALL	 f4SRO1 ( T ,Y ► DUMMY)
H1=C(1,1)*Y(1)
THETA=ATAN2(>ORT(Ht*Ht+H2*H2),H3)*DEG
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ii
ttJ
1
•r X(I)-v(I)
•r X(3) =YC3)
X(v)_Y(a)
• X(6)=Y(6)*(AEG
•
S TP=T +n.0000
• Ir(.t•jnT	 T(JHLF))	 GO	 TO	 A
wRTTF(5,1)	 TP,X',THLF,THETA
1	 F{) RMAT (IY,F 9 	Li,7FIS	 7,I10,F9,4)
ITF
	
f;1 !,iAPY(1)	 T,X(3),X(2),X(1),X(7) ► X(6
_% 6	 C(lNT I RUE
;a RETUf?ni.
^Nf)
i
PRnGRAM IS PFLOCAWPLF
T ) TL .	 HSP 02
...
ill: r.
TMA)(= 10.00	 STFP=	 o.n500 TT01_=0,061A00
0.100004
	
V,2 = 	 0.000000 tv3^	 u.H^ nn40
1
A1=
.
0.0000	 AR=	 0,0000
ALPHAI= 1.6700	 ALPHA?=	 1.6700
` I1= 6.5000	 22=	 F.5000	 T3='10.5044
AM= 0.1250.
	 -_...1.0000	 (:=__.._ue.0000 A^	 0.4444	
1
1	 a
SIZE 0,1004	 0.1000	 5.0000	 5.Ont)0
	
1^,0000 u.0000	 u.rorjo0
j
c.	 Computer time
For 10 secs. of dynamic response simulated, '490 secs. of NOVA
V
q
840 computer time were required for a step size of
a
0.05 secs.
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jd.	 Subroutine RKNXT
!JOB
! Ft:iF i ;'H;'^ l am. f', ^	 F =?^•,'r. LS^L
M T D i!^
L^ttill_Ht
	
F ! '^^ !	  i'I+I	 ^t	 tl	 .l	 i	 iLF!
L! !-! I H	 lYlUl.l+'t^ ; .	 (It	 I	 i, ,	 '
II?iFF	 —	 1,j_ 
Ii=	(11,11:,- F 	 tea	 »	 !	 ?	 ,
i	 jI	 !	 II+11	 I	 _	 I	 )	 jtl4 ,
;
;
35	 r! jt
IH iL '
fJ^I;T	 Ir ; T	 1
GO TO f9
75	 !.;+jel 11! it tC
I'I .H	 T	 —	 , FALSE.
79	 r'!!tITI1.1
•	 RETUPH
DID
}
.
T. ..(L
	
R. 1'. (Ill!
...
t
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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1
e. Plotting'program
!JOB
!FORT/A/R/F/ U /S FOPT.I.S/L
ILISTING
i-_	 PARAMIF•TFR NPTS- x'01, r tvV-S
DIMENSION T(NPTS), V(NPTS,NV)
C
CALL TIN(IOT(?,5)
CALL SPFPL_(" T PLT , TER)
IF "'J'C R ,NF. 1)	 STOP -• ON SPOOLING
V,R ITF(5, 9O )
CALL O P E N'( 1 , 'SELL APPAni' , I 
I 
F P
IF(TE9.NE.1) 610P UNABLE TO OPEN FILE
READ RINAP y (1) (T(T),(V(J,.J),,T=1,t4V),T=1 ► t`,PTS)
DO S Rf_1,NV
RFAr)(p,'>)
	
t0r)TH, HEIGHT, Trv;AX,Vh;T-N1,Vs-AA
VwRT7F (5,92) t"IC1TH, HEIGHT, V,,AX, - _VMIN, Vtr,AX
CALL. P8I7F.(i-7PTH,HFTGHT)
CALL PROP
CALL_ PAXES
CALL. PL
—OR(n. O,T,T ►J nX,VNTN,V(1,D1),V!AAX,NPTS)
CALL PLOT (1 .0+HEJGHT, 0.0, -3)
8 CONTINU E
CALL: EXIT
9 FnRmAT(AF10.6)
40 FOP IMAT(' 1' )
qZ FORMAT(?X, /, 1X, 1P5F15.5)
k	 END
P R 0 G RAtli IS RELOCAT AFM
.TITL	 AIN
IRLDR/M TMP/S 001 f^Nt);PE.(l T , l. Ei F(1RT.LK
!EXEC
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2, Optimal Control (Chapters III and IV)
a. Subroutine used: MINV, RKSCL, RKGS, SIMQ, RKNXT
b. Program listing
PROGRAM I
:FORT/A /B /E/P/S FORT.LS/L
II-IS1'ING
i.. C	 PROGRAM I	 1
C
	
	
PROGRAM TU FTND A AND B FRn-m G-M-F MATRTCkS
Dl NirNSION A(3 ► 3').f^(3 ► 2) ► ^(3.3).F(3,3) ► H(3 ► 3).F(3,^') ►
► 	 *LL(3)rMM(3)
REAL Ii,I2.Z3,MH,M1 ► M2 ► LM
CALL INOUT(? ► 5)
.]06 FORMAT(5X ► 13H THE A MATRIX/)^..	
107 F0RMA1'(5X.13H THE E) fviATRIX/)rtr
	
108 F0RMAT(6( • iPFP0.8))r	 N`
x	 L=2	 _	 a
REAU(2 ► 101) 11,I2,I3,Mln
t	 ;	 INRITF(5 ► 101)11,I2 ► 13,Mr
101 FOR IAAM 20.2)
RrAD(2 1,02) P-1i ► M 2,L M
	I
WRZTE(5, 102	 1,M2 ► Lv
102 FORM4T(4F20.2 )
READ(2 ► iO3) AA,Bt3,C..0
..
wkITF(5,103)AA,RB ► CC
103 FORMAT (4F20.2)
R^ C1=A 4 L `^
C2=RR/LM
C3=CC /LM
^—	 U2 =M2/ (MB+N!2
U M1 *_(mFA +M2) /(Mfi + 1+M2)
_ALL	 I	 UL's=U*t.	 L','
iM-w	 AI2=I2_/ULM
AI:5=13/11LM
t C	 CAL. OF G MATRIX
^x	 (+(1 ► 1)=All+C2*C2+C3*C3-2.0*U2*C2*C3
G(1 ► 2)=—C1*C2+U2*C1*C3
G(1 ► 3)=0.0
-	
s	 G(2,1)--C1*C2+L12*C1*C3 	 I
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
y	 -99-
C
i
....f_.
G(2r ?)=AT?+C1*C1
G(2r3)=0.0
G(3r1)=0.0
G(3r2)=0.0"
G(3,3)=AI3+C1*C1+C2*C2+C3*C3-2.0*U2*C?*C3
: e C CAL.OF	 H	 MATRIX
H(1C1*C2+U2*C1*C3/1)=-
H(lr2)=—(AI3-AI2+C2*C2+C3*C3)+2.0 *02*C2 *C3
S H(2,1)=-(AI1-A13—C1*C1)
H(2r2)=C1*C?-U2*C1*C3
f H(2r3)=0.0
H(3,1)=0.0
H(3,2)=0.n
s	 «	
..._
H(3r3)=0.0
....CAL. OF	 F MATRIX
F(1,1)=—C2+U?*C3
—	
%....... J(1r2)=0.0
tr
F(2r1)=C1:
F(2 ► 2)=0.o
• F(3	 1 )=0	 10
S F(3r2)=C3-(J2*C2
C INVERSE	 OF	 r.,=	 i
1'	 s	 N
DO	 13	 .J=1pN
13 E(IrJ)=G(I,J)
• CALL._ MINV(E,N,DPLLrwIM)
OF	 -A=E*M
NRITE(5.106)	
a
DO	 15	 I=1 ,N
DO	 15	 J=1rN
•
A(I.J)=0.0
DO	 15	 K= 1 /N
15 A(IrJ)=A(I/J) +E(I',K)*H(K,J)
DO	 16	 1=1 'N
16 ViRITEC5008)	 (A(I,J), J =lrN)
C CAL,	 OF	 H=F,.*F
WRITE(5r107)
f
b O 	17 .I=1rN	 s
DO	 17	 J=1 ,L	 i
a
_
S	 17
DO	 17	 K-1PN
13(I/J)=R(I,J)+E(IrK)*F(I,J)	 _a_j
S DO	 18	 I=1,N
•	 18 vuRITF(5,10ft)(h(I,J),J =1rL)
CALL	 EXIT
ENDf
PROGRAM I5 RELOCATABLE
.T17L	 *:MAIN
—_IRLDR/M
_	
IEXEC
TMP/S
	
001	 UPO:SSP,Lti FORT.LR
•	 r
—100—
f10500000.00 12500^^x:00 15000000.0,	 l37000. A0
1 t900.00 1800.00. 100.0(
65.00 0.00 bS.0(1
THE A MATRIX
2.16190000E	 -3 -5.55732400E	 -1 0.00000000E	 0
6.00141900E	 -1 -2.16189600E	 -3 0.00000000E	 0
O.O0000000E	 0 0.00000000E	 0 0.000,00000F	 0
THE 9 MATRIX
8,27768800E -3 O.000OOOOOF	 0
5.74183700E	 -1 0.00000000E	 0
O.00OOOOOOE	 0 3.8481.1100E	 -!
i
7
S
y,
_
S
a
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rPROGRAM II
f
i JOE3
:F<7R1 /A /F3/ ./P/S FORT.I.S/L
I LIST ING
• C	 PROGRAM II
C	 RICCATI EQUATION PROGRAM CRTCATI)
DIME19STON A(IO,10)FF^(10,t0)#0(10,10),R(10,10),
* K( I0, 10),D(10,10)rX(10).F(10,10),E(10,10)r
_ _ —	
*"_-G(10.10).N(10,]0).S(10 ► 10)
REAL K
INTEGER OPTInN,R^ANK
COMMON /KAI,MAN /ICC,IFF,13L,ANK
DATA ICC,IF'F,R(-ANK/'C ','F
CALL INOUT(2,5)
t' 1000 FQRMAT0 H1,5X,37HOPTI M AL CONTROL/)
1001 FORN!AT(2I2)
1003 FORMAT (1H0,5X-, 13H THE A MATRIX/)
1004 FORMAT (1H0,5X,13H THE F3 MATRIX
1006 FORMAT(RFI O.3) 	i
1007 FOR+14T (AI,9Xp?F10 3,I3)
1068 FQRMAT(1H0,4S(1H*)) i
• 1010 FORMAT (lHO ► 5X 22H*** CONTROL OPTION ***/)
•	 1011 FORMAT(6(1PEP0.8)) 	 a
;,	 1012 FORMAT(1140,5Y.,13H THE R VAT'RIX/)
1013 FOR;^1AT*( 1H0,5X, 13 H T HE Q MATRIX/)
lOtu FORMAT (1"H0,5X,]9H INITIAL CC^i^t)ITI(1NS/)
_
1015 FORMA1CiH0,5X,8H 'TIME = ,LPF.20.8 /6X,9HGAINS)
1016 FOW'lllAT (l H0,5X, 21 HSTEADY STATE SOLUTION//
* 6X , 61A GAINS
I00 READ (2,1001) N,N!
WRITE(5,1000)
NRITE (5, 1001) NfMI	 RITEC5, 1005)
wRITE(.S,_l003)
DU Ito T=I , N
KEAD(2, 1006) CA(I„J),J=i,r!)
fl	11.0. wR1TE(5,]01.1) (A(I ► J),J-i,N) _
WRITE (5,1004)
•	 DO 12.0 Ir1,t•,
RE,4f)(P,1001-) (K(J,I),J=1 ► N)
120 INRITE(5,1011) (B(J,T),J=I ► N)
S'	 150 -RFAf) (2, 1 007, ENT=e99) OPT TON, T 1 , T?, NP7
ARITE(S,1008)
IF (OPT I0N.FO,PLANK) GO To 100
1F`(UPTI0N.EQ.ICC) GO TO 300
300 NiR1TE(5,1010)
T	 NR=M
NGl_N
DO 330 I =1 ,N
DO 310 J=1 ,M
310 E(I ► J)-K(I,J)
DO 330• J=1,N
1	 33 0 F(I,J)=A(J,I)
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iGO Tn 400
= 400 wRITE(5 r 1(112)
I)0	 410	 I= 1,NR
- READ(2r1006	 (R(I,J),J=I,NR)
410 wRITE(5,1011)	 (R(I,J) ► J=1,NR)
• ARITE(5,1013)
DO	 420
	 I= 1,NO
READ(2,1006)	 (0(I,J),J=1,N(J)
420 WRITE(5r1011)
	
(0(I.J)rJ=1,NO)
^. DQ	 430	 I =1 rf`!R
DO	 430	 J=1,tJ R
430 H (I , J) = R (I , J)
DO	 440	 1=1	 NR
•, DO	 440
	 J=1,I`!
R(I,J)=0.0
DO	 440	 II=1,WR
440 R(I,J)=R(I,J)+H(IrII)*E(J,II)
• IF(OPTION!.E(J.ICC)	 GO	 TO	 500
500 IF(NPT.GT .0)	 GO	 TO	 530
` DO	 520	 1 =1 ,!v
D O	 510	 J =1
	
(\!
,	
_
510 G(IrJ)-O.-D
52'0
r
G(I,I)=I.0 q
• N=WS =O 	
1
^.
r 60_..TO. 570
, 530 WRITE(5,1010)
DO	 51jo	 1=1,N
READ(2,1006)	 (G(I,J),J-1 ,N)
5U0 INRITF(c,1011)
	 (G{XrJ)r.1-1rN) fl
4RI(E(5,1OOB)
.
TLME=AH8(T2-T1)
P'(S=200.0*TL 4E
XX=NPT	
_
XX	
PTS/X-X _....
ID,=X x
DI=ID
YY'=AEiS (XX -DI )
IF(YY.GT.0.05)
	
ID=ID+
• I T=PTS	
.
EPS=0.r)05 2
•
IF(OP1'T !JN.EQ.ICC)
	
TIME =T2
WRITE(501015)	 TIME_
D0	 5^ o 	 I=1,N R
DO	 550	 ,1=1,N 1
KcI,J)=0.o
D0	 550
	 11=1,N
550 K(IrJ)=K(I,J)+R(I,II)*G(IIrJ)
560 WRIT,;E(5r 1011)	 (K(IrJ) ► J=1,N)
^i70 LC=0 
I C H = 1
575 DO 580	 I=1,NN
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Ii
I
f QV	 5A0	 1=1,N
f, DO SPO	 I1=1 ► N
; 5(30 K(I,,J)=K(I,J)+h(I,II)*G(II ► J)
UU	 590
	 1=1 r^^ y
? DO	 S90	 J=1'rN_
H(IrJ)=0'.0
UG	 590	 11=1,NR
3 590 H(I,J)=H(I ► J')+E(I,II)*K(II ► J)
00	 1)10	 1=1 ► N
DO	 610	 J=1 ,N
r^r
s DO 60 0 	N
600 0(I,J)=O(IrJ)+F(I,I1)*G(II,J)+G(1,11)*F(J,II)-G(I,II)*H(II,J)
• 610 S(I,J)=G(Ipj) +D(I,J)*EPS
f IF(NPT.LE.0)	 GO	 TO	 640
LC=LC+1I IF(LC.L.T.ICH)
	 GO	 TO	 625
I.CH=TCH+TG	 -
f ALC=LC
T=ALC*EPS
IF (0PTI0N	 E 0.ICC) .TIME=T2-T
NRITE(5,i015)
	
TIME
DO	 6?0	 1=.1,IvR
. ; 620 NRTTE(5,1011)
	
(K(I	 J),J=1,N)
IF(LG.(',F.IT)	 GO	 TO	 i50
625 DG	 630	 T=I,N
DO	 630	 J=1,N
630 G(I,J)-S(I,J)
G L!	 TO	 5756u^ SIJ^,;O.O
t 00	 650	 I=I,`PJ j
SUM: SUM+AHS(n(I,J))
650 G(I,J)=S(I.rJ)
IF(StVf .GT.0.01	 -)	 GO	 TO	 575
WRITF(5,1016)
00	 660	 I=i,NR
-
660 'RITE(5,1011)
	 (K(I,J)rJ=1,'N)	
_.
l GO TO	 150
. 99'9 CONTINLIF
CALL EXIT ORIGINAL PAGE IS
_.
ENO	
_
OF POOR QUALITY	^ ;
PP0GRAM IS RFLOCATAPLE
r .TITL	 ."CAIN
IRLDR /M TMP/S 001
	
FORT.LB
f
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tII
Am
I
OPTIMAL CONTROL ;u
y,, w ^ JC Tf T	 { l 	 l 1. R 1 * w * F T 'k * T 'k l5 * ^ 1{ T	 1 T * * T T ^ 1 R 1 I5 A ! 	 l 1 T. ^ l ^ i .
THE
	
A	 MATRIX
2,16190000E	 -3 -5.55732u00E -1 O.000000OOE 0
6,00141900E
	
-1 -2,16190000E -3 O,000OOOOOE 0
..^_.._0 .00000000E	 .0 O .000OOOOOE 0 O.00000OOOE 0
I THE H MATRIX
Tar 8 -.27769200E	 -3 5.74183700E -i 0.00000000E
e
4
O,000OOOOOE
	 0 0.00000000E 0 3.84811100E -1
** CONTROL OPTION ***
j
THE R MATRIX
j 1.000000O0E.	 0 0.000011000E 0
t O.00O00000E	 0 1,10000000E 0
1NE	 0	 MATRIX
9.86000100E	 0 0,00000000E 0 O.O0000000E 0i 0.00000000E	 0 9.86000100E 0 O,000OOOOOF 0
^0.00000000E 
__.^^_O•_00000000E 0 9.86006100E 0
STEADY	 STATE SOLUTION
i GAINS
2.2191 .9500E	 0 3,80596200E 0 0.00000000E 0
O,00000OOOE	
o . _ .	
0.00000000: 0 .
	 __ _ 3.111006300E '0
j !EOF a
I
w
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PROGRAM III
l JOH
:FORT/A/H,/F/P /S FORT.LS/L
!LISTING
C PROGR AM 	 III
C OPTIMAL CONTROL
	
TIME RESPONSES
EXTERNAL	 BSOC,1,RSOC?
DIMENSION	 NAPV(5),Y(7) ► DY(7) ► t',ORK(8,7)rSIZF(l)
_._.......i....._.:__:._..._.RFAL It r I^r 13, h" H r y 1 r ► ^^rL^/
HEAL	 KCl1,KC12,KC13,KC21,KC2?,KC23
C OMMON Y
YCOMMON	 T,1rI2rI3r tA P.rM1r M 2.L M1
COMMON N,M
•
CO M MON	 AA, BR P CC, D C1
COMMON	 KC1.1,KCI.2,KC1.3,KC21,KC?P,KC23
i COmm0m C. ( 3 r 	 )
i;
•
EOUiVALFtvCE	 (Y(13' ► VjIN)r{Y(2)rVj2 N )r (Y(3),w3NJ	 Ytu}.DZN)
EOUIVALENCE-	 (Y(5),DXN)rtY	 ZN),cY(7),XN)
:. CALL	 INOUT(?5)
CALL
	
OPEN!	 (1,
	
'SELLAPPAN'	 ,3r 1ER)
IF(IE k .NE.1)	 STOP	 UNA BLE	 TO	 OPE N 	 FILE
RF- AO	 91)	 TMAX, STEP, TOL(2,
READ( ,7,91)
	
SIZE
91 FORM AT (S F 10.0 )
PARM (1) 0. 0
law PARM(?)=TM^	 X
__-
C'
_PARM(3)=STEW
INITIAL	 VALUES
KEAb(^?r g 11).	 II rI?t13,MR
Rk.AD(2r911)	 tAI V1_,L"1
REAQ(7,911)
	
AA,BH,CC,bb
911 FORMAT(UF20.4)
' WINs0.0391/0.314
w2N=0.0
w3N =(0.35-0.314)/0.314
;i DZN-Q.Q
UXN=0.0
1 ZN=0.0
4
X N = 0. 0
	ORIGINAL PAGE
.2,KC13	 OFP	 ISHEAD(P,Q13)	 KC11,KC1	 O OR 
RE40(2r913)	 KC?1 rKC22rKCZ3	 QUALITY-
913 FOkMAT(AF10.0)I NM7
;	 i
VJHITE(5,9?)	 TMAX.STEPITOL	 7
;NR II ` F(5.95)	 I1r12rI3
NRITE(5r g 6)	 M, I	 M2,LN
WRITE(5,97)	 AArhB,CCtDD
wRITE (S,QF)	 SIZE
WRITE(5,981)_K.C11,KC12,KC13
NRITE( 5 ► 981)	 KC21rKC22,KC?3
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t•,HITE(599)
92 FOPMAT('1TMAY=',FP.a,IOY,'STEP=',F8.4,1OX,'TOL-',FR.6)
s 95 FORMAT ( • OI1-','F15. 2, 2X, 'T?=',F15.?,2x,•T3=',F15.2)
q 6 FOR 'SAT(•OF'-1=',F15.2,2_X,•MZ=',F15.2,2X,'LN='.F15.2)
97 FORMAT('OAA=',FF.u.Sx,' c;H_ • ,FK.4,SX, I CC=',FR.4,SX,'DD=	 F8.4)
98 FUHMAT('OSI7_E',7FS.4)
981 FOR^+eT(8F10.4)
99 FORMAT('I',T6,'T',T17,'^%1',T30,' w ?.',T43,'v13',T55,'DZ•,
_.. __? T69,' C,X ',TFI,'Z'.T94,'X',TI08,'THETA',T115,'THLF',1),.
CALL	 RKSCL(N,SIZE,DY,TOL,PAkM)
CALL
	
RKGS(PAPMfYrD1' ► r'f•THI,F,FSOC1,fiS(1C?,tAlOPK)
N R I T 
	 (5, 100)	 1 Ht. F
100 FORMAT(',0IHLF=',I3)
CALL	 EXIT
,
EN O:___
PROGRAM, IS	 RFLOCAT AR LE
.TITL	 .IMAIN
IFOR T/h /H/E/P/: FORT.LS/L
ILISTING
308ROOTINE	 8SOC1.(T,Y,DY)
DIMENSION	 Y(7),0Y(7),C(3,3)
, REAL	 T1,3?,I3, N 1i, NI ► '`'.21.. M
HEAL
	 KCt1tKC1?.,KC13pKC?I,KC??,KC?3
COMMON	 WIN, W?K-0';3N, 0ZN, DYN, 7N, XN
COMMON	 I 1, 12 0 13, M R P1 11 If VI=P, Lm
COMMON	 N 	 rat
CQMW^00
	
AA, kP, CC, OD
cOMtonR1	 KC11,KC12,KC13 ► KC21 ► KC?2,KC?3
COMMON C
C CAL.OF.CQEFF.FOR	 LH8 OF MATRIY	 EQN
IJ	 M1 *(r,iP+M2)/(r^(3+N1+M2)
• UL ►i=U*Lm*LM
C NON1)IMEN510NALIZATION
All=I1 /UL N'
".
AI2c 12 /ULM
A13
	
I3/ULM
C1-AA /LM
• P C2=B6/LM
•	
; C3=CC/Lr'
^s
C4=OD/LM
.
-	 i U 1 ^ '^ 1 * ( M h + h1 .2) / ( (hi ^ + ^^^ 1 + N C ) * t ^)
U2=M2*(NiS+r^i)/((M^i+Ml+M2)*U)
C(I,I)=AI1+U1*(C?*Cr?tZN*ZN)+U2*(C3*C3+C4*(:4)
? *-2•0*U3*(C2*C3+C4*ZN)
.^ _.	 _.._ ►__.-.______. C(1,2)=-lll*(CI*C2)-t,12*C3*XN+U3*(C1*C3+C2*XN)
C(1, 3)=-111*(CI*ZN)-U?– *C4*XN +U3*(C1*C4+Z N*XN)
C(2 ► 1)=-U1*(C1*C2)-U2*C3 *XN+1,13 *(C1*C3+C2*XN)
C(2 ► 2)=AI2+ 11 1*(C1*C1+ZN*7N)+02*(C4*C4+XN*XN)
*-2.0 *U3 *(C1 *xN +C4 *ZN)
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fi C(2.31-°U1*(C2*ZN)-1.12*C'3*Cu+U3*(C2 *Cu +C3*ZN
i C(3	 1)= — LJl*( C1*Z N )- LJ 2 *CU *XN+U:;*(C1*Cp+7.N *XN), I
C(3,?.)=—Ul*(C2* 7N )-U2*C3*CU+U3*(C2*CU+C3*IN
C( 3, 3)=AIS+Ul*(C1*C1+C2*C2)+1J2*(C3*C3+XN*XN)
_	 .r.._.... *•?.0*L13*(C2*C3+Cl *XN) 	 _ .
CAL.	 QF	 F4{s	 CF	 ','ATRi.x	 FQNC
AZN=- (KC 11*WIM+KC)2*Vo2N+KC13*W3N)-ZfV
IF(M2	 E O.0.0)	 GO	 TO	 75
F1= 2.0*U3*C1/(U2*C3-U3*C2)
GO	 TO	 76
75	 F 1 =0.0
•
76	 AXr^=-(KC21*w1N+KC22*w2t,4+KC23*vj3N)-FI*DXNr
SN= i.0+N3r,
A11^(A13-AI2)*V.?N*SN
_
''Al21=-C1*Z.N++^1n1*w2N+(c2*C?-Zr!*7,N)*w?_N*Sf^+Gi*C2*triN*Sr\J
Al22=?.0*ZN*DZN*wi Pl +r?*Z N * (SN*SN- i';2N *;v2N)+C2*aZfJ
A 123=- Cu* X K* ti% j N*W? N+ (C3*C3-Cu*CU) *vv2fv *Srv+C3 * Xnt *^:1N*Sry
Al2u=-2.0*C:3*DXN* :N 2 N -2. 0 * C U * 1) XN 	S1v+C3*Cu	 V12N	 2N)
Al2=f1I*(Al21+A 122)+Lr2*(AI?3+a124)
_-__.i_....._...... _At 5--(Ci. * Cu+ ZN* XN)*txiIN*W2N+2.0*(C?.*C3-C4*ZN)*V;2N*SN
A16=f,C1*C3+C2* Xrl 	 1N*5; -I+ 2.0 *C u*i1)7N* IN IN-2.0*C2*DXN	 2N
A17= - R.O*DXN*ZN*SN+(C2*C/J+C3*ZN)*(SN*5N-V,2N*iN2h!)+C3*AZN
'A13=U:.;	 A15+A16+A17)
'' f)Y(1)--(Aii+Al2-A13)
811 = (AI i — AJ3) *SN*V, I 
H12.1=-C2*ZN* ININ* w2N+ C1*C2* w2N* SIN +(Ci*C1-ZN
	
ZM)*Shy*W1R
5122=-2.0*ZN*DZN*W?,	 N+Ci*ZN*(SN*SN-u IN*viIN 1 )+C1*AZN	 {
—, bj2S=-C3*Cu* Vr 1 N* tv2N+ C3* XN* V! 2 N* 3N+(-C yr*Ca+YN^*XN	 SN*WIN
E^12U=	 n*XN*F'XN*N,2N+CM*XN*	 1N*0111',I)..C11*AXN
812=U1*(1!121+13122)+U2*(Fs123+Fl12u)
515=—(C2*C14±C3*ZN)*WIN*v: 2N +(CI*C3+C2*XN)*t,2N*Sry	 1
816w?.0*(G1*X N—C 4 *7 N) *8N*aIN-2.0*(CI*DXN+C4*DZr,1)*W2N
• 4317=(CI*C4+XN*•ZN)*(SN*SN-WIN*wIN)i.XN*AZN-ZN*AXN
B 13= U 3* (R 15+431 6+B l 7)
1)Y (2) -- (11 1— fi12+4313)
,, C11^(AI2 °A I1)*vaiN *w2N
, '	 C121=(C2*C2-C1*C1)*t•V1N*l"!2N-C1*ZN*W2r!*SN+C?*ZN*SrJ*viN
• Ci22=2.0*C1* qZN* V; ii`J+^, n* C2*DZN*v:?N+Ci* G2*ti.,1N*V'1N- V:^N *w2N)
C123=(C3*C3 - XN* XN)*NIN*iv2N-C4*XN*t A)2N*SN+C3 *Cu*SN*tti1 N
;:	 C12u= - 2.0*XN*nXt^i*SN+C3*X,fv*(wlN*r`iN— iv2r\^*:v?N)+C3*nXhJ
i C12=1j1*(C121+C12?)+LIP*K1234•C12a)
% C15=2. 0*( C?*C3^G1*Xw)*VJ1N*tw2ra—(Ct*C4 +xn• *7r^) *V=^n^ *sha.
C1^+=(C2*CU+ C3*Z_ n, ) * 5U* v.1N+2,0*Xnr*D7r*.tiiN+2.0*C3*f^XN*:^2N 	 .
` C17=-2.0*Cl *O'X NI *SN+(C1*C3+C2*xN)*(I' l l	 +C:?*AYN
C13=I.r3*(C1 r, +Cih+C17)
	 1
{ ; DY(3)=-(Cli-C)2+C13)
DY(4)=AZra
• DY(5)= A XN
'
DY(6) =I)ZN PAGEDY (7 ) =DXN	 ^G
_.
SIM(J(C# P Y• NCALL	 K S).	 ,)
H
I•F(KS)
	 3,zr3
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AlHViV30138 SI W18908d
QN i	.^
NHn13ri
	
3ON11N103 9	
.^ (I)X'(2)X'(£)X'(9)X'(L)X'Vi3H1'V1 (I)AHVNIH 31I8M
	
(0lI'rt'h3'L`£TaLIvab-^'xI)ivio.ioA t	IS
A-JHPV13H1'X'dl	(I'S)3118m
S	01	On
	
((-AIHI)1XNAHOiON•)3I
SOUUO*O+Vl=diit
030*(£H'(2H*2H+Iki*IH)idOS)2NV.LV=Vi3Hl=a
.^ (4._)Xvil=	N
(2)X*21=2H
(I)X*I1=IH•^
sal*(L)A=MX
s,n*wl^(S)^W(5lX s,
•	Shy*((^)ll+U•i)=(£)X
^^
r	5;.^^t2)^=(2)X
•	hI^'U_SM.
( l^wwn(1' A' 1) 17050	l^V:l
SbLI.5b2' LS=J40. _.
Uo>I'223>1	123A151-JAl2ta'a' 6IJ)4	NUwV:07
..._.	.
r,10	73 H4 j I V V	tgov;NOJ
IN
 N NOHWOD
wl I?w' I+,v°a,/4'£ I'2I' 11	IvUwwoo•
NX
.,
NZ'NIXQ'NZ(1	142." 	--,II'A
	
NOMNOO
£2a^1'227X' IZON'S. I7N'217^'.i ION
	IVAH _
w-1'zh'tw't3^'^f'2I'I1
	lV3N
alp
(^)i^	NUIsN3wId
(4)AAv4np'(L)Ja'(L)A
	
NOISW3Wla
1Xt^i^#d	1V710C1"1•
(d'WFIdN'AIHI'AO'A'i)23o5;a	-^NIlrludonS
t)NTig1li
1/Sl'iHU3	S/d/3/^I/V/itla^i
IJd58	--"1LI1'
-91NViV3013b	SIwV8008d
aNg
Nan1:3N•
(,SNOlivn03 WIF19NIS	//)iVw803n
l'h'S)31IHM._£' _	_	
.	
tvbnl3t!
....
2	
__ _
w
I
t^
T+AAX=	 62.8000 STEP=	 0.3140	 TOL=0.001000
I1=	 10500000.00 I2-	 12500000.00	 13=	 15000000,00
Mi_	 1600.00 M 2=	 1800.00	 L m =	 100.00
AA=	 65 .0000	 NR= 010000	 CC=	 65.0000	 DO_	 0.0000
SIZE_ 0.1000	 0.1000	 0,1000	 4.0000
	
4.0000	 2.0000	 ?...00OO
-2,2192	 3.1;060 (110000
0.0000	 010000 3.1401
C .	 Computer time (Optimal	 Control)
PROGRAM I:	 109 secs.	 (matrix inversion)
PROGRAM II;	 120 secs.	 (to reach steady state)
PROGRAM 111:	 382 secs.	 (to simulate 200 secs.	 real
time response with stpe size = 1	 sec,)
r^a
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